BEARING WITNESS:
UNCOVERING THE LOGIC BEHIND RUSSIAN MILITARY CYBER OPERATIONS
As the most technically advanced potential adversary in cyberspace, Russia is a full-scope cyber actor, employing sophisticated cyber operations tactics, techniques, and procedures against U.S. and foreign military, diplomatic, and commercial targets, as well as science and technology sectors. Russia will likely continue to integrate cyber warfare into its military structure to keep pace with U.S. cyber efforts, and conduct cyberspace operations in response to perceived domestic threats. Also, Russian cyber actors have demonstrated the intent and capability to target industrial control systems found in the energy, transportation and industrial sectors.

— Paul Nakasone, then-nominee for Commander of U.S. Cyber Command, Director of the National Security Agency, and Chief of the Central Security Service (2018)¹

This is what I can say about cyber-attacks or war of words in the press and other issues. Action always causes reaction. Always.

— Vladimir Putin, President of the Russian Federation (2018)²
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This report is based solely on open-source research and analysis and was completed for research purposes. The opinions outlined within do not represent the official positions of Booz Allen Hamilton, its officers, directors, or shareholders.
For more than a decade, cyber operations linked to Russia’s military intelligence agency (GRU\(^a\)) have disrupted elections, damaged economies, and endangered people in dozens of countries. Among much else, they have twice turned off the lights in Ukraine, unleashed a globally destructive wiper, and leaked information to smear athletic associations, journalists, and politicians. The methods and tools used in these operations are well documented, but a systematic explanation for why these operations occur is lacking.

This report demonstrates a consistent reusable framework to explain the GRU’s thought process based on Russia’s military doctrine, a public policy document. Specifically, this report shows the fundamental connection between GRU-attributed cyber activity and the GRU’s mission to monitor, neutralize, and counter certain publicly enumerated circumstances and actions that endanger Russian military security. The GRU executes its mission using methods consistent with declared strategic concepts.

Defending against cyber operations—like those of the GRU—demands understanding not just how these operations occur but, more importantly, why. Fundamentally, state-aligned adversaries are organizations tasked with responding to national mission requirements in a manner consistent with strategic doctrine.\(^b\) By understanding why adversaries act, defenders can better anticipate when, where, and in what form those actions may occur and take deliberate action to mitigate their risk based on that insight.

\(^a\) The Main Directorate of the General Staff of the Armed Forces is widely known within Russia and abroad by its former acronym, the GRU, derived from its historic name Glávnoye Razvedyvatel’noje Upravléniye (Main Intelligence Directorate or GRU). The acronym GU is technically more accurate for its present name Glávnoye Upravléniye (Main Directorate), but it is infrequently used.

\(^b\) In this report, the term state is used in the political science sense of the totality of permanent power structures representing and governing people in a territory (e.g., in the sense of “state secrets” or “head of state”), not in the sense of subordinate territorial units unless being explicitly discussed in the context of the United States.
Our review identified more than 200 cyber incidents, spanning 15 years (2004–2019), targeting governments, the private sector, and members of civil society. These operations have discovered and disclosed secrets, defamed people, disinfomed populations, and destroyed or disrupted computerized systems.
The Main Directorate of the General Staff of the Armed Forces (GRU) is an agency within the Russian military responsible for intelligence production and special forces operations. It produces insights and recommendations for senior Russian government members about circumstances that may impact Russian military security. The GRU also conducts covert espionage, influence, and sabotage operations, using kinetic and digital means.

The GRU is not the only Russian government agency that conducts cyber operations, but it is Russia’s most thoroughly documented and consistently publicly implicated cyber operations organization. In recent years, the United States, its allies, and its partners have repeatedly, explicitly, and unequivocally attributed numerous cyber events, cover personas, and security industry group names to the GRU. These governments’ assessments are often supported by substantial declassified evidence and closely aligned with other published private sector threat reporting.

With this common understanding in mind, we have taken a comprehensive look at previously disclosed activity that can now be attributed to the GRU. Numerous governments, security firms, researchers, reporters, academics, and victims have released reports detailing different facets of the GRU’s activities. Our review identified more than 200 cyber incidents, spanning 15 years (2004–2019), targeting governments, the private sector, and members of civil society. These operations have discovered and disclosed secrets, defamed people, disinfomed populations, and destroyed or disrupted computerized systems.

In reviewing these reports, it became clear that while the GRU’s tools and methods are well known, a more fundamental understanding of the GRU’s decision-making process is elusive. As defenders, we must understand the decision-making process in order to explain why these operations occurred, predict what may be next, and prepare accordingly.

---

\(^c\) Many governments have issued statements attributing cyber activity, personas, and industry threat activity cluster names directly to the GRU. In this report, we rely on attributions made by the United States, the United Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand, Canada, the Netherlands, Estonia, Lithuania, Macedonia, Germany, Georgia, Bulgaria, and Ukraine, among others.
Military security of the Russian Federation...is the state of safety of vital interests of the individual, the society, and the State from external and internal military threats related to the use or a threat of the use of military force that is characterized by the absence of a military threat or by the ability to counter such a threat. 

The following section establishes a framework for understanding how the Russian military decides to conduct cyber operations, the forms they may employ, and the objectives of these operations. Specifically, this section covers the following topics:

- The specific circumstances posing a risk or threat to Russia’s security requiring a military response
- The Russian military’s stated responses to military risks and threats
- How Russia perceives the strategic importance of its cyber operations

RUSSIAN MILITARY DOCTRINE AND VIEWS ON MODERN MILITARY CONFLICT

Russia periodically publishes a key strategic planning document titled “The Military Doctrine of the Russian Federation” (hereafter, the “Military Doctrine”). It publicly affirms the military security concepts, concerns, and focuses expected to guide all Russian Armed Forces activities in the coming years. The current version, published in December 2014, notes that its authors took into consideration the contents of several other long-term Russian planning documents for periods “up to 2020,” making it highly likely that a new Military Doctrine will be published in 2020 or soon thereafter.4

The 2014 doctrine contains two sections that are critical to assessing GRU cyber operations. These sections respectively identify the specific circumstances to which Russian Armed Forces must respond and the manners in which modern armed forces act. Then by extension, these sections identify the circumstances where the Russian military is highly likely to conduct cyber operations and a spectrum of characteristics expected to be present in these operations. Understanding this framework can serve as a model for contextualizing historical or ongoing GRU cyber activity and predicting future activity.

AGGREGATION OF OPEN-SOURCE FINDINGS

Previously published reports and analysis of GRU-linked operations have been critical to developing this report’s findings. These sources are fully cited inline, giving specific credit to their authors. Each of these accounts provided different crucial components of the strategic context that this report assesses.

---

d The Armed Forces of the Russian Federation, or colloquially the “Russian military,” are Russia’s national uniformed armed services. Per Russian law, their responsibility is “to repel aggression directed against the Russian Federation, to armedly protect the integrity and inviolability of the territory of the Russian Federation, as well as to carry out tasks in accordance with international treaties of the Russian Federation.” (Source: Russian Federal Law of May 31, 1996, No. 61-FZ “On Defense”).
CONDITIONS DEMANDING A RUSSIAN MILITARY RESPONSE

The Military Doctrine identifies specific activities or circumstances that generally create conditions for armed conflict ("military risks") or actions that may directly lead to armed conflict ("military threats"). It is the Russian military’s explicit mission to respond to these specific risks and threats. In the Case Studies portion of this report, we will explain what each condition is in greater detail, assess why Russia is wary of each condition, and show how assessed GRU-linked cyber operations likely demonstrated Russian Armed Forces’ efforts to neutralize or balance these risks and threats.

MILITARY RISKS

The Military Doctrine enumerates 18 military risks. Most of these risks are consistent with previous Military Doctrines, indicating that core Russian security concerns are stable and remain useful for long-term prediction of future threat activities. The doctrine does not claim that these activities or conditions are presented in a prioritized order, and we assess no prioritized pattern in their order.

EXTERNAL MILITARY RISKS

(Our assessment of the Russian Military Doctrine §II.12[a]–[n])

INTERNAL MILITARY RISKS

(Our assessment of the Russian Military Doctrine §II.13[a]–[d])

MILITARY THREATS

The Military Doctrine identifies five military threats. These threats constitute other states’ diplomatic or military actions deemed deliberately hostile to Russian interests, that Russia views as direct precursors to an armed conflict. It is critical that the Russian Armed Forces take steps to neutralize or counter these actions or circumstances to prevent such a conflict.

(Our assessment of the Russian Military Doctrine §II.14[a]–[e])

---

6 The Russian government’s official English-language translation of the Military Doctrine translates the term “ОПАСНОСТИ” (opasnosti) as “risks.” Unofficial translations, such as in much English-language academic discourse on the doctrine, tend to translate the term as “dangers.”
RUSSIA’S 23 PRINCIPAL ACTIONS AND CONDITIONS THAT MAY PRECEDE AN ARMED CONFLICT

Based on assessment of the Russian Military Doctrine
MILITARY RESPONSES TO RISKS AND THREATS

The Russian Military Doctrine describes key ways in which states currently avoid or resolve conflicts using military force. We assess that, in articulating these elements of modern military conflict, Russia has authorized its military to engage in any of these activities to identify and respond to potential and concrete military risks and threats.

IDENTIFY AND ASSESS POTENTIAL RISKS AND THREATS
The Military Doctrine requires continuous evaluation of the global political, diplomatic, and military environment to identify emerging military risks or threats. This mission primarily manifests as espionage, including through the use of modern technical means and information technologies.

RESPOND TO CONCRETE RISKS AND THREATS
Once a risk or threat is identified, the military must respond. Nuclear weapons and conventional military power remain the foundation of Russian national security. That backstop enables the military to support a whole-of-government fusion of hard and soft power to implement national security policy and secure strategic interests. These types of activities provide operational flexibility with a reduced risk for large-scale military confrontation or other unacceptable costs.5

Military engagement beneath the level of armed conflict is therefore a constant multidimensional struggle between states, with reduced emphasis on direct battlefield engagement and greater emphasis on nonkinetic measures to achieve military security goals. The Military Doctrine and other supporting documents supply an operational concept characterized as hybrid-warfare. These activities typically integrate special operations forces and nonkinetic political, economic, or informational measures to shape an adversary’s social and political environment.
### CHARACTERISTICS OF MILITARY ENGAGEMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Awareness of Potential Military Risks and Threats</strong></th>
<th><strong>Concept</strong></th>
<th><strong>Cyber Operation Significance</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The ongoing use of technical means to collect information to identify emerging military risks and threats at the regional and global level.</td>
<td>Cyber operations are used to conduct espionage against political and military targets.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*(Our assessment of the Russian Military Doctrine §III, 21[a])*

### Widespread Use of Advanced Weapons and Technologies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Concept</strong></th>
<th><strong>Cyber Operation Significance</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The use of a broad range of weapons that employ advanced technologies such as computerization, directed energy, robotics, and unmanned flight.</td>
<td>Cyber operations’ tools may be advanced military technologies that provide an advantage over other states that lack the technical or financial capacity to develop, acquire, or defend against them.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Warfare Impacting the Entire Depth of an Enemy’s Territory Simultaneously

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Concept</strong></th>
<th><strong>Cyber Operation Significance</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The ability to cause widespread harm to an adversary across its physical or digital battlefield.</td>
<td>Cyber operations should be able to cause widespread harm to a targeted country’s computerized devices.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Precise Destructive Attacks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Concept</strong></th>
<th><strong>Cyber Operation Significance</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The ability to selectively destroy targets rather than cause indiscriminate damage.</td>
<td>Cyber operations should be able to cause highly targeted destruction with precise outcomes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Reduced Time to Launch Military Operations with Preemptive Activities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Concept</strong></th>
<th><strong>Cyber Operation Significance</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The time between the appearance of a cause for action and acting must be minimized.</td>
<td>Precise destructive cyber attacks normally have protracted timelines. Preemptive establishment of persistent access to high-value digital and computerized targets (“prepping the battlefield”) is thus necessary.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Global Computerized Command and Control

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Concept</strong></th>
<th><strong>Cyber Operation Significance</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The use of computer systems to provide unified situational awareness, enabling unified decision among dispersed military forces. Subordinate forces can take initiative with surprise, decisiveness, and aggressiveness.</td>
<td>Cyber operators are empowered to take rapid, decisive action.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Creation of Permanent War Zones

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Concept</strong></th>
<th><strong>Cyber Operation Significance</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modern warfare creates a state of constant conflict, denying the adversary an opportunity to regroup and reassess, increasing the adversary’s stress and confusion.</td>
<td>Cyber operations can maintain a state of constant conflict with limited risk of escalation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Irregular and Privatized Warfare

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Concept</strong></th>
<th><strong>Cyber Operation Significance</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The involvement of irregular or nonstate combatants in warfare, encompassing militias, terrorists, and private military companies.</td>
<td>Cyber operations can use hired contractors, mercenaries, or other nonstate actors to achieve military outcomes. This characteristic also includes regular military operators’ use of fake nonstate personas to accomplish military objectives.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Indirect and Asymmetric Warfare

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Concept</strong></th>
<th><strong>Cyber Operation Significance</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The ability to neutralize threats without deploying a parity of forces.</td>
<td>Cyber operations typically need fewer forces and less materiel than kinetic warfare.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Manipulation of Social or Political Environment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Concept</strong></th>
<th><strong>Cyber Operation Significance</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The attempt to influence, control, or instigate political and social movements, with the objective of either weakening the opponent socially or installing friendlier politicians.</td>
<td>Cyber operations can bolster political and social manipulation efforts, such as harming the reputation of political and social targets with provocative data leaks and disinformation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*(Our assessment of the Russian Military Doctrine §II, 15[a]–[j])*
HYBRID WARFARE AS INFORMATION CONFRONTATION

The military’s use of hybrid warfare reflects a popular Russian strategic paradigm known as “information confrontation.” Within this paradigm, international relations is a constant struggle for dominance of what is known, perceived, believed, or emotionally felt. More granularly, states conflict over information itself (known as informational-psychological effects) or the means by which it is held, transmitted, or processed (known as informational-technical effects).

This context of this information confrontation concept illuminates our understanding of the GRU and its cyber operations:

Mission and Objectives: Beyond traditional espionage, GRU operations should be considered as part of Russia’s vision of a long-term confrontation over beliefs, understanding, and emotions that impact Russia’s ability to advance its policy vision and secure its strategic interests. GRU operations’ short-term effects, such as how long an attack disrupts power distribution, are of secondary importance to their ability to signal, penalize, and emotionally influence target populations.

Organization: Public sources generally track most GRU cyber activities as two mission-focused activity clusters that mirror the dual aspects of informational confrontation, with the division covering informational-psychological effects most commonly referred to as APT28 and the division covering informational-technical effects most commonly referred to as Sandworm. Though their infrastructure and toolsets are usually separate and distinct, their occasional overlaps serve as one publicly observable indicator of their bureaucratic interconnection. In this report we treat all GRU-linked activity groups collectively as the “GRU operators” because this report’s framework analyzes the GRU as a singular entity using multiple capabilities to advance its mission. A list of relevant industry threat group names appears in Appendix B.
Case Studies

We assess that GRU cyber activity consistently reflects the agency’s explicit purpose to monitor, neutralize, and counter the 23 risks and threats to Russian military security outlined in its Military Doctrine. This section evaluates, within the context of the Military Doctrine, 33 case studies about cyber activity that public sources link to GRU operators. Furthermore, for each risk and threat, we assess the reasons why Russia likely considers these initiating circumstances or actions to be core military security concerns.

EXTERNAL MILITARY RISKS

EXPANSION AND STRENGTHENING OF NATO
Russia has long firmly opposed NATO’s expansion into Eastern Europe and Central Asia. Since the end of the Cold War, Russian leaders and core strategic documents have consistently stated that Europe’s security must be shaped by a principle of “equal and indivisible security.” Essentially, Russia argues that all sovereign states have an equal right to security, and changes to their security postures should be considered collectively to prevent a destabilizing security imbalance. For this reason, Russia considered joining NATO in the mid-1990s, but noted that its potential membership must preclude NATO from expanding toward Russian borders.

NATO’s continued expansion into Eastern Europe despite this ultimatum has driven a wedge into Russia’s relations with the West. Many former Soviet states joined the alliance between 1999 and 2004. In 2007, the U.S. unsuccessfully asked its NATO allies to offer major Russian neighbors Ukraine and Georgia NATO membership, prompting Russian President Vladimir Putin to declare that NATO was now Russia’s “enemy.” Russia has continued to stridently oppose NATO’s continued expansion into remaining unaligned parts of Eastern Europe, like the Balkans.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NATO MEMBERSHIP</th>
<th>1945–POST COLD WAR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>COLD WAR ERA (1945–1991)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOIN DATE</td>
<td>COUNTRY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/24/1949</td>
<td>Belgium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/24/1949</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/24/1949</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/24/1949</td>
<td>France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/24/1949</td>
<td>Iceland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/24/1949</td>
<td>Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/24/1949</td>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/24/1949</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/24/1949</td>
<td>Norway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/24/1949</td>
<td>Portugal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/24/1949</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/24/1949</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>POST COLD WAR ERA (1991–)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOIN DATE</td>
<td>COUNTRY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/12/1999</td>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/12/1999</td>
<td>Hungary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/12/1999</td>
<td>Poland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/29/2004</td>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/29/2004</td>
<td>Estonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/29/2004</td>
<td>Latvia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/29/2004</td>
<td>Lithuania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/29/2004</td>
<td>Romania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/29/2004</td>
<td>Slovakia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/29/2004</td>
<td>Slovenia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/01/2009</td>
<td>Albania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/01/2009</td>
<td>Croatia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/05/2017</td>
<td>Montenegro</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ATTEMPTS TO PREVENT THE RE-ELECTION OF NATO-FRIENDLY POLITICIANS (OCTOBER 2016)

Montenegro has steadily veered toward NATO and the West since breaking away from Russia’s partner Serbia in 2006. Russia unsuccessfully used its soft power to bolster ties with the newly independent country—promoting their shared Orthodox heritage, investing heavily in many sectors, and sending tourists who account for a quarter of Montenegro’s visitors. In October 2016, Montenegro held parliamentary elections that would determine whether its pro-West government would remain in power and complete the NATO membership process or the Russia-friendly opposition would ascend, scuttling the process. Montenegro and the United Kingdom (UK) allege that Russia, acting via GRU agents, attempted to disrupt this pivotal election using hybrid-warfare tactics, consistent with the Military Doctrine’s concept of modern military conflict.

Manipulation of social or political environment:
Throughout the three days leading up to the election, Russian operators allegedly orchestrated distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks that disrupted media websites, the country’s largest telecom (Montenegrin Telekom), a democracy-promoting nongovernmental organization (NGO) monitoring the election (Centre for Democratic Transition), and the Democratic Socialists Party of Montenegro. Additional unattributed DDoS attacks targeted the Montenegrin government’s web portal for two days following the election. In addition to using cyber means to manipulate Montenegro’s political and social environment, Russia allegedly funneled money into opposition political groups and sought to coordinate with politicians, clergy, NGOs, and media outlets.

Irregular and privatized warfare:
Montenegrin law enforcement arrested GRU officers and agents who were allegedly planning to attack parliament, assassinate the prime minister, and provoke civil unrest with false-flag attacks on civilians.

SURVEILLANCE OF A NEW NATO MEMBER (JANUARY–JUNE 2017)

Following the October election, the Montenegrin legislature completed the final steps in its NATO membership process, accepting NATO’s offer in April 2017 and joining on June 5, 2017, as the first new NATO member in eight years. Amid these developments, from January to June 2017, GRU operators persistently spearheaded Montenegrin government members with military and NATO-themed lures.

Awareness of potential military risks and threats:
This targeting is consistent with a need to gain insight into the military inner workings of a new NATO member and, potentially, to seek controversial information about the concluding membership process that could be used to discredit or tarnish it.

GLOBAL OR REGIONAL DESTABILIZATION

Russia claims to have a historic role as “a guarantor of [international] stability and security.” Per its foreign policy doctrine, Russia seeks stability in myriad forms, including military, economic, financial, political, strategic, social, global, and regional security. The primary threats to global and regional stability, Russia argues, are the U.S. and its allies, whose actions “run counter to the growing need for cooperation and addressing transnational challenges and threats in today’s world.” In short, Russia strongly objects to any attempts by other countries to alter the status quo without seeking Russia’s buy-in, authorizing the Armed Forces to maintain or restore the status quo through force.


In September 2014, the U.S. began airstrikes against the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL or Islamic State) forces in Syria. The operation outraged Russia, because it was allegedly fundamentally destabilizing to the world order. The Russian Foreign Minister told the United Nations (UN) General Assembly that the U.S. was using force unilaterally, acting without

---

1 Strategic Stability is an explicitly defined concept in Russian and U.S. policy (e.g., the START I agreement) wherein nuclear powers lack incentives to conduct a nuclear first strike. Russia therefore seeks to reduce these incentives. (Source: hxxps://carnegie.ru/2019/02/08/preserving-strategic-stability-amid-u.s.-russian-confrontation-pub-78319).
regard for Syrian sovereignty, and attempting to impose U.S. values on the rest of the world.28 From Russia's perspective, allowing the U.S. to override Syrian sovereignty to impose its values risked normalizing future U.S. actions to shape the political, economic, and cultural character of Russia and its neighbors. Furthermore, by freely acting without Russia's consent as a permanent member of the UN Security Council (UNSC), Russia's ability to prevent future U.S. operations via a UNSC veto might be diminished.

Russia argued that U.S. actions constituted a major threat to Russia's ability to maintain global stability, a key military risk per the Military Doctrine. The GRU likely responded to these circumstances by using an ISIL hacktivist identity to harass and intimidate U.S. military and law enforcement communities from December 2014 through February 2015.

**Manipulation of social or political environment:**
This faketivist campaign likely attempted to manipulate the American public's emotions about U.S. involvement in Syria, creating the appearance of ISIL retaliating against U.S. communities directly or tangentially associated with counter-terror operations. On January 6, GRU operators leveraged access to New Mexico and Maryland media outlets' websites and social media accounts to deface them with pro-ISIL imagery. They also published locals' personally identifiable information (e.g., driver's licenses, jail records), photos of service members at a base in Texas,29,30 and federal, state, and local law enforcement records.31 On January 12, the operators compromised and used the U.S. Military Central Command's (CENTCOM) social media accounts to publish military PowerPoint decks and retired service members' personal data.32 Finally, on February 10, the operators used access to a Maryland television outlet's text message alert system to send threatening messages to subscribers.33

**Indirect and asymmetric warfare:** A decrease in public support for the conflict would have likely amounted to partial neutralization of the threat posed by the unauthorized U.S. intervention without directly confronting the United States.

**Deployment of military forces adjacent to Russia or its allies**
Since Russia's annexation of Crimea in the spring of 2014, NATO has prioritized increasing its presence in Eastern Europe. The alliance’s post-Cold War focus on improving cooperation with Russia shifted overnight toward containment, deterrence, and balancing of force.34 In September 2014, for example, NATO announced that it would build five new bases, all in Eastern Europe, with the explicit goal of containing the Russian “threat” and protecting NATO’s newest members in the former Eastern Bloc.35

Moscow has reacted to this redoubling of forces in Eastern Europe with dismay and frustration. From Russia's perspective, NATO's presence in Eastern Europe constitutes an improper attempt to “contain alternative centres [sic] of power,” restricting Russia's ability to influence global and regional affairs.26 Speaking to Russian exasperation about Western attempts to counter Russia with force deployments, Russia’s Defense Minister has quipped that he would like to show the U.S. a globe and “ask them to explain why [the] ‘enemies of America,’ are located in the Middle East and the Far East and all their military bases and forces are snuggled up to Russian borders.”36

**Case Studies: Poland Seeks Local Construction of New Foreign-led Military Bases (2014–2018)**
Poland is Russia's largest rival in Eastern Europe, with a sizable population, economy, and military shaped by a hawkish anti-Russia worldview.37 Russia feels especially threatened by Poland's focus on strengthening NATO's eastern front in the wake of Crimea's annexation.38 Deploying new missiles and attempting to base more U.S. troops in Poland would serve as counterweights to the Russian exclave Kaliningrad.

**Surveillance of NATO base expansion planning (2014)**
Discussions about expanding NATO bases within Polish territory in the summer of 2014 may have motivated GRU monitoring of the Polish government and defense sectors. On July 25, NATO’s Supreme Allied Commander in Europe proposed expanding the alliance's base in Szczecin, Poland, to counter Russian threats and planned to discuss his strategy at NATO's September 2014 summit in Wales.39

Concurrently, GRU-linked operators likely conducted espionage operations against the Polish government and defense sectors.40 Also that July, GRU-linked hackers compromised websites belonging to a Polish government public records website6 and a Polish defense firm41 to distribute a backdoor primarily associated with GRU informational-psychological effects operations.42

**Awareness of potential military risks and threats:** This targeting is consistent with a heightened need to surveil Poland's military security amid discussions of expanding
NATO’s permanent military presence in Eastern Europe. The use of a watering hole, as opposed to spearphishing, suggests a desire to infect many targets, potentially reflecting a need for maximum visibility among many Polish elements of this critical military threat (i.e., policymakers, suppliers).

**SURVEILLANCE OF PROCESS TO INSTALL A U.S. BASE IN POLAND (2018)**
In June 2018, Poland engaged in activities and policy changes intended to more tightly bind Poland to the U.S. and its other NATO allies. On June 1, the Polish Ministry of Defense unveiled its proposal that the U.S. build a permanent military base in Poland and, on June 4, the NATO exercise Saber Strike 18 kicked off in Poland, Latvia, and Lithuania. Moscow denounced the proposed base, saying, “When NATO infrastructure directly approaches our borders, this certainly does not contribute to security and stability on the continent in any way” and warned that NATO exercises encourage “mutual distrust.”

These events closely aligned with Military Doctrine-defined threats and risks concerning deployment of forces adjacent to Russia and conducting military exercises near Russia. The sudden announcement of the base proposal—unlike the well-publicized NATO exercise—likely created an urgent need for the GRU to surveil the Polish government. On or around June 4, GRU-linked operators spearphished Polish government entities, including the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, distributing malware hosted on Poland’s Ministry of Finance website.

**Awareness of potential military risks and threats:**
This targeting is consistent with a heightened need to surveil Poland’s military security amid discussions of expanding NATO’s permanent military presence in Eastern Europe. The operators’ willingness to risk their access to a high-profile government ministry’s website, whose traffic would likely be trusted by Polish government defenders, may have reflected a mission urgency to gain access to many potentially relevant government targets.

**COUNTERBALANCING OF NATO IN POLAND WITH TROOP PLACEMENTS IN BELARUS (2018)**
Russia identified Belarus as a possible location to deploy forces to counter the proposed U.S.-led NATO base in Poland. On October 21, 2018, Russia issued a security guarantee, indicating that Russia would defend Belarus against any invasion, and insisted that additional troop placement was necessary to be able to uphold that commitment. However, was wary of the proposal. Since Russia annexed Crimea in 2014, Belarus had drifted from its historical ally by rejecting further stationing of Russian soldiers in Belarus and making diplomatic overtures to the European Union (EU) and the U.S. Consequently, in October 2018, Belarus strongly resisted any surge in Russian troops, fearing occupation by Russian forces and exposure to eventual annexation.

Belarus’s resistance likely prompted Russia to launch surveillance operations against the Belarusian Ministry of Defense. On October 25, 2018, GRU-linked operators spearphished the Belarusian Ministry of Defense’s Department of International Military Cooperation. The email claimed to be a communication from a U.S. Department of Homeland Security multinational counter-narcotics program, suggesting that the intended Belarusian target was expected to be involved in U.S. government security relations.

**Awareness of potential military risks and threats:**
The GRU plausibly sought to increase its awareness of Belarus’s internal debates about allowing Russian force deployments and to understand any U.S. overtures or pressure to reject Russia’s proposal.

**MONITORING OF ROMANIA’S GROWING MILITARY PARTNERSHIP WITH MOLDOVA (FEBRUARY 2018)**
Since the end of the Cold War, strongly pro-Western Romania’s core geopolitical conflict with Russia has been over the trajectory of neighboring neutral Moldova’s development as a pro-West or pro-Russian state. In early February 2018, Romania and Moldova’s Defense Ministers prepared to hold a February 4 meeting to discuss new military partnerships, including a joint military battalion.

The possibility that Moldova could establish strong military ties with Romania, reorienting its foreign policy more toward the West, may have prompted GRU activity. In possible response, on February 1, 2018, GRU operators attempted to spearphish Romania’s embassy in Russia by imitating a defense and security consultancy. Based on these factors, the operators likely sought to surveil Romanian diplomats working on Russian military issues.

**MONITORING OF ROMANIA’S NAVAL MODERNIZATION (MARCH 2018)**
In response to Russia’s annexation of Crimea, Romania has prioritized military modernization in recent years. In 2018, Romania’s military procurements primarily focused on naval modernization and expansion. In February that year, Romania announced that it would purchase three submarines and four surface vessels to expand its deterrence capabilities in the Black Sea.
These proposed improvements conflicted with Russia’s stated military objective of expanding its control of the contested Black Sea and likely prompted a responding cyber operation. GRU operators repeatedly spearphished an undisclosed European government agency with lures that contained information about a then-upcoming naval-focused defense conference in the UK. Based on the expected naval audience for this lure and the fact that the lures’ initial submissions on VirusTotal consistently came from Romania, the target was plausibly a Romanian navy entity.

**Awareness of potential military risks and threats:**
The GRU likely sought to closely monitor Romanian naval efforts that might eventually contest Russian control of the Black Sea.

---

**Undermining of Russian strategic deterrence capabilities**

Since the 1970s, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) and its successor state, the Russian Federation, have supported the concept of strategic stability—the agreed-upon balancing of strategic offensive and defensive arms to remove incentives for a nuclear first strike—to manage its relationship with its primary geopolitical opponent, the U.S. The concept of strategic stability has been conceptualized in several nuclear arms control agreements, including the 1972 Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty and several iterations of agreements on strategic offensive arms reductions (Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty [START] agreements).

Since the early 2000s, Russia has increasingly accused the U.S. of destabilizing their relationship by developing new weapons systems and abandoning strategic agreements like the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty. Russia’s Military Doctrine specifically notes several technologies it believes increase incentives for the U.S. to launch a strategic first strike by diminishing Russia’s own ability to defend itself or retaliate. These technologies include strategic non-nuclear high-precision weapons, space-based weapons, and missile defense systems. Russia considers several actions of other members of the NATO alliance to be threats to strategic stability. Examples include hosting U.S. or NATO troops and military exercises or deploying NATO missile defense or strategic weapons within allied countries proximate to Russia.

---

**Violation of Russia’s or Allies’ territorial integrity or sovereignty**

The preservation and strengthening of territorial integrity and sovereignty have been key pillars of Russian foreign policy since the start of Putin’s first administration in 2000. By “territorial integrity,” Russia refers to the idea that countries’ borders extend to wherever the local people recognize a government as “legitimate,” meaning representative of their will and interests, and territorial change should not occur because of invasion. By “sovereignty,” Russia refers to the
international relations concept that a legitimate state has an absolute right to manage its internal affairs without outside influence. By compelling other states to respect territorial integrity and sovereignty, Russia seeks to better manage the stability of its own vast territory, multiethnic population, and political environment.

In the past decade, Russia has drawn substantial Western ire for its annexation of Crimea, which, from the Western perspective, disregarded Ukraine’s sovereignty. In response to these objections, Putin has responded, “Respecting the sovereignty of a state means preventing coups, unconstitutional actions and illegitimate overthrowing of the legitimate government. All these things should be totally prevented.”

Russia argues that the post-revolution Ukrainian state was illegitimate, because a small group of Ukrainian nationalists had allegedly overthrown an elected government and installed a new government that allegedly did not protect the interests of ethnic Russians in Crimea and eastern Ukraine.

Demanding international respect for the sovereignty of Russia, its allies, and ethnic Russians is therefore a critical component of Russia’s foreign policy. In Russia’s view, its sovereignty extends over ethnic Russians living in former Soviet states. It sees these groups as a large cultural Russian civilization that was torn apart by the collapse of the USSR. Therefore, Russia views foreign attempts to shape the politics of post-Soviet successor states like Ukraine, (e.g., support for regime change or dissident groups with pro-Western or anti-Russian views) as a threat to Russian sovereignty. Russia’s belief in the inviolability of territory or matters of internal affairs from foreign interference is applied broadly and serves as the root of Russian criticism of foreign states for military activities undertaken without UNSC authorization.

Case Study: Ukraine Excludes Russia-aligned Separatist Territories from Elections (2015)

Disruption of Broadcasters During Ukrainian Local Elections (2015)

In 2015, Russia and the West wrangled over the legal status of the pro-Russian separatist territories in eastern Ukraine. That spring, as part of a new, tenuous de-escalation protocol ("Minsk II"), Ukraine conceded to decentralization measures to give greater authority to local governments, including those of the breakaway separatists. As a result, the separatists would have been able to conduct internationally recognized elections and establish a degree of local sovereignty and, in Russia’s eyes, legitimacy.

Mounting violence later in the summer and fall prompted Ukraine’s president to block the separatists from participating in nationwide local elections scheduled for October 25, which Minsk II stipulated must be free, safe, and open to be internationally recognized.

From Russia’s perspective, the Ukrainian government’s delegitimization of separatists’ elections may have amounted to a violation of Russian allies’ sovereignty, prompting a military response. Starting on the evening before election day, GRU operators conducted numerous destructive and disruptive attacks against several Ukrainian broadcasters.

Reduced time to launch military operations with preemptive activities: The GRU prepared beachheads at media companies likely for the possibility that the tenuous Minsk II protocol might collapse without achieving key Russian policy objectives, such as holding internationally recognized elections in separatist territories. Initial intrusions began around March 6, shortly after the finalization of Minsk II. Intrusion attempts continued through the summer, perhaps in an attempt to increase the number of breached broadcasters or establish additional access to new resources at the same broadcasters.

Precise destructive attacks: The operators used their multimonth dwell time to establish access to diverse resources and nearly total control over victim networks, allowing for numerous destructive elements in the operation’s actions phase. The attackers used domain controller access to distribute KillDisk data-wiping malware through the networks, corrupting servers and workstations. They overwrote video files with another video supporting an undisclosed political party, likely a far-right nationalist group. The operators redirected one broadcaster’s website to an extreme-nationalist political party’s website and claimed elsewhere to be associated with another nationalist political party’s paramilitary wing.

Manipulation of social or political environment: The operation disrupted Ukrainian media, which plays a key role in the democratic process. By repeatedly referencing hardcore nationalist political groups, the operation created the appearance of extremist Ukrainian nationalists running rampant in Ukraine, likely serving to increase Ukrainian domestic strife.

Proliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction and Missile Technology

Russian military doctrine for the past two decades has consistently opposed the proliferation of WMDs (especially nuclear weapons) and associated long-range delivery vehicles (i.e., missiles). In a 2006 strategic document on antiproliferation policy, Russia argued that political will, rather than...
scientific and engineering hurdles, will be the most important barrier to limiting WMD and missile proliferation;\textsuperscript{79} states must comply with export control regimes and protect weapons’ designs and stockpiles from leaks to other states or substate actors (e.g., terrorists).

A failure to limit WMD and missile technology proliferation would create several military security challenges for Russia, as noted in the 2006 document. It might lead to geopolitical destabilization as nuclear breakout by one regional power might prompt its rivals to seek similar capabilities. Proliferation might facilitate mass-casualty terrorist attacks because more and diffuse WMDs would be harder to secure. Finally, a disparity in nuclear forces (either in terms of size or delivery method) between Russia and its NATO geopolitical challengers might fundamentally undermine Russia’s strategic deterrence capability\textsuperscript{80} necessary for continued geopolitical stability.\textsuperscript{81} Furthermore, to fill this capability gap, Russia might feel compelled to participate in an expensive arms race that it may be unable to afford.\textsuperscript{82, 83}

In our review of publicly attributed GRU-linked operations, we could not confidently link any examples to this key military threat specifically. That said, in the past decade, several circumstances or events likely triggered a necessary Russian military response to monitor, neutralize, or counter this threat. For example, in February 2019, the United States announced its intent to withdraw from the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty on the grounds that it found Russia to be noncompliant.\textsuperscript{84} In theory, withdrawing would allow the U.S. to deploy intermediate-range missiles throughout Asia and Europe. The U.S. ultimately withdrew in August, prompting Russia to warn that the deal’s collapse would spark a new arms race.\textsuperscript{85} This series of events likely demanded close surveillance of parties involved in the policy’s creation and implementation process, both inside the U.S. and among its NATO and East Asian partners.

**Failure to Comply with International Agreements and Treaties**

Russia argues that multilateral laws, treaties, and agreements play a critical role in global security. Russia’s constitution notes that international laws, treaties, and agreements to which Russia is a signatory shall supersede existing Russian law.\textsuperscript{86} Its foreign policy doctrine further notes that Russia seeks the “uniform interpretation and application” of international agreements.\textsuperscript{87} By supporting the inviolability of international organizations like the UN and International Monetary Fund (IMF), Russia “bolsters its position as a great power,” pushing back on what it perceives as the U.S.’ illegitimate and unsustainable unilateral claims to hegemony.\textsuperscript{88} Furthermore, following these agreements arguably increases predictability and thus stability and security in international relations, which is a key Russian foreign policy aim (as noted on page 12).

When others accuse Russia of breaking laws and agreements, it tends to dismiss such criticism as Western hypocrisy and asks that Russia be treated equally by the West’s standards. For example, when the West condemned Russia’s 2014 annexation of Crimea, Putin asked why Russia “defending” Crimea’s ethnic Russians’ self-determination should be considered legally different from NATO backing Kosovo’s secession from Yugoslavia in 1999.\textsuperscript{89}

**Case Studies:**

**Ukraine Intentionally Defaults on a Russian Energy Loan (2015–2017)**

**Signaling of Russian Displeasure with Continued Foreign Loans to Ukraine (2015)**

On December 17, 2013, Ukraine’s soon-to-be-ousted pro-Russian president secured a loan from Russia worth $3 billion in a deal that also included Russia cutting the price of natural gas it supplied to Ukraine.\textsuperscript{90} If Ukraine had been forced to fulfill its end of the bargain, this deal would have strengthened Russia’s already substantial economic and energy leverage over Ukraine. Even after Ukraine’s revolution, Russia likely expected that Kyiv would eventually be forced to pay down the loan to maintain eligibility for loans from the IMF, which Ukraine was also seeking. The new Ukrainian government, however, indicated that it did not intend to repay the loan under existing terms,\textsuperscript{91} despite the traditional IMF policy that a member should not receive IMF loans while deliberately defaulting on loans to other countries.\textsuperscript{92, 93, 94}

The possibility that Ukraine might intentionally default on the energy loan constituted a military risk for Russia. It risked reducing the ability of Russia to apply economic pressure on Ukraine, giving Ukraine access to funds that might prolong the conflict, and decreasing Russia’s ability to use international legal mechanisms to constrain its geopolitical opponents. The GRU likely used cyber operations to apply pressure to key foreign and domestic parties in the IMF loan process to reinforce the narrative that new loans would be improper.
The Ukrainian government wants to review national budget by the 15 of February, 2015. The Prime Minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk hopes to obtain multi-billion credits from the EU and the IMF. It is obvious how this money will be wasted. Yatsenyuk needs money to extend the war and not to restore collapsed infrastructure of our country. This war has already taken thousands of lives, and Yatsenyuk will kill more for your money!

That’s why we appeal all people and government of Germany to stop financial and political support of criminal regime in Kiev, which unleashed a bloody civil war. We are CyberBerkut! We will not forget! We will not forgive!

Figure 1. CyberBerkut’s statement of grievances regarding the DDoS of German government websites (Source: https://cyber-berkut.org/en/olden/index1.php)

**Irregular and privatized warfare:** The GRU used a fake hacktivist group to signal Russia’s concerns about loans to Ukraine. On January 7, 2015, the GRU, in the guise of CyberBerkut, launched DDoS attacks on the German Chancellery, the Bundestag, and the Foreign Office. CyberBerkut stated that its attack was in opposition to Germany’s financial and political support of the Ukrainian government and Ukraine’s alleged plans to request German support for future EU and IMF loans. CyberBerkut claimed that these funds were being redirected from infrastructure spending to pay for the war in Eastern Ukraine.

**SABOTAGE OF POWER DISTRIBUTORS IN RESPONSE TO UKRAINE’S FAILURE TO REPAY THE ENERGY LOAN (2015)**

Despite Russian objections, the IMF changed its policy to accommodate Ukraine on December 8, 2015, allowing it to receive new IMF loans without first repaying Russia.

On December 20, Ukraine intentionally defaulted on its gas-related loans, undermining a key Russian tool for building economic influence and energy dependence on Russia. Perhaps even more important than the money itself, the default and the IMF waiver represented to the Russian government the unfairness of international dealings with Russia, which referred to the rule change as “hasty and biased” and made “exclusively to the detriment of Russia.”

We assess that Ukraine’s intentional default on this symbolically and strategically important energy loan was likely the primary precipitating factor that led to the GRU conducting the first publicly documented cyber-enabled power outage only three days later, on December 23, immediately following Ukraine’s professional holiday for energy workers. GRU operators caused power outages in large portions of Ukraine for several hours by leveraging their multimonth access to corporate IT networks.

**Precise destructive attacks:** The operators took multiple carefully orchestrated actions to disrupt power distribution and hamper recovery efforts. They remotely opened breakers to stop the power flow, as well as conducted telephonic denial of service attacks to hamper the companies’ communications, disrupted workstations, and corrupted field devices.

**SABOTAGE OF MULTIPLE SECTORS ON SYMBOLIC DATES (2016–2017)**

In 2016, the IMF expressed concerns about corruption in Ukraine, and Russia issued protests and threats of legal retaliation if the IMF followed through with issuing new funds to Ukraine. Despite these issues, the IMF ultimately dispersed another $1 billion loan to Ukraine in September 2016.

The IMF’s decision to release new funds to Ukraine, over Russia’s insistence that Ukraine needed to pay down the energy loan, constituted a growing military risk. Starting in December 2016, the GRU initiated a 10-month campaign of sabotage operations against Ukraine, likely in continued retaliation for the failure to repay the energy loan.

Consistent with these strategic concerns, the GRU selected dates for these operations on or around days related to Ukrainian identity and independence generally and, occasionally, the loan specifically. On certain occasions, the target choice also strongly aligned with the operation’s symbolic significance. A full list of identified operations and the assessed significance of their timing appears on page 19.

The most prominent examples include the following:

**Sabotage of Ukraine’s Financial Sector (December 8, 2016):** The campaign began with GRU operators—in the guise of FSociety, the fictional debt-wiping hackers from the HBO TV drama Mr. Robot—sabotaging numerous financial-sector organizations in Ukraine on December 8, 2016. The attack occurred almost exactly one year after the IMF changed its lending rules, enabling Ukraine to default on its debt to Russia. From Russia’s perspective the IMF, like FSociety, had wiped away Ukraine’s debt. This attack also occurred on Ukrainian Armed Forces Day, an annual celebration of the formation of Ukraine’s armed forces in 1991, a major signifier of the new Ukrainian state’s independent identity from the Soviet Union and Russia.
**CONTEXTUALIZING OPERATIONS IN UKRAINE**

**PLACING OPERATIONS IN THEIR STRATEGIC CONTENT REVEALS LIKELY MOTIVATION AND INTENT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Yanukovych government toppled. Russia invades Crimea and E. Ukraine</td>
<td>Spring 2014–2015 Intrusions at high-value targets (energy, transportation, government)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>GER-UKR high-level meeting leads to large EU loan</td>
<td>01.07.15 CyberBerkut DDoSes German government websites. Claims IMF/EU loans will be wasted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>UKR defaults on energy loan following Dec. 8 IMF policy waver</td>
<td>12.20.15 Energy Worker Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Anniversary of Post-USSR UKR army’s founding (1991): “Army Day”</td>
<td>12.06.16 Anniversary of IMF Policy Waiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Anniversary of 1919 UKR army’s founding: “Army Day”</td>
<td>12.17.16 Anniversary of 2013 energy loan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Anniversary of UKR’s default on energy loan</td>
<td>12.20.16 Anniversary of UKR’s default on energy loan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Anniversary of Ukraine declaration of independence from Russian empire (1919)</td>
<td>01.08.17 Commemoration of EU predecessor’s founding: “Europe Day”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Russian’s Day of the Special Forces of the Armed Forces, effectively the GRU’s professional holiday</td>
<td>06.24.17 Anniversary of Ukraine’s post-USSR constitution (1996): “Constitution Day”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Drive-by-download delivers BADRABBIT. Concurrent spearphishing impersonates RUS financial software company to deliver RAT; likely targeted BADRABBIT delivery vector</td>
<td>06.27.17 Anniversary of Ukraine’s post-USSR constitution (1996): “Constitution Day”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Historical Significance**
- 05.18.17 UKR financial software company’s update mechanism abused to deliver XDATA faux-ransomware
- 06.24.17 PSCRYP faux-ransomware targets Ukraine
- 10.24.17 Drive-by-download delivers BADRABBIT. Concurrent spearphishing impersonates RUS financial software company to deliver RAT; likely targeted BADRABBIT delivery vector

**Coordinating Event**
- 01.07.15 CyberBerkut DDoSes German government websites. Claims IMF/EU loans will be wasted
- 12.23.15 Disruption of UKR power distribution
- 12.06.16 Debt-wiping “hacktivists” damage data at UKR financial institutions
- 12.17.16 CRASHOVERRIDE malware disrupts Kyiv power using hardcoded execution dates 12.17 and 12.20
- ~01.09.17 UKR financial software company’s VPN access to clients abused to deliver PETYRWRAP faux-ransomware
- 05.18.17 UKR financial software company’s update mechanism abused to deliver XDATA faux-ransomware
- 06.24.17 PSCRYP faux-ransomware targets Ukraine
- 06.27.17 UKR financial software company’s update mechanism abused to deliver NOTPETYA faux-ransomware
- 10.24.17 Drive-by-download delivers BADRABBIT. Concurrent spearphishing impersonates RUS financial software company to deliver RAT; likely targeted BADRABBIT delivery vector
Sabotage of Kyiv’s Power Distribution (December 17, 2016): GRU operators used autonomous, self-destructing malware (CrashOverride) to disrupt power in Ukraine’s capital. The malware contained two hardcoded activation dates, corresponding to the three-year anniversary of the loan’s signing (December 17) and the one-year anniversary of Ukraine officially defaulting on its debt payment (December 20). Targeting Kyiv’s power grid further stressed the attack’s likely political significance.

Sabotage of Ukraine’s Economy Broadly (June 27, 2017): GRU operators used wiper malware (NotPetya) to disable computers worldwide at organizations with Ukrainian tax liabilities. The operation was executed on the eve of Constitution Day, which commemorates Ukraine’s approval of its post-Soviet constitution in 1995 that formally established Ukraine’s modern government, territory, and sovereignty.

This series of disruptive operations reflected many of the recurrent aspects of modern warfare identified in the Military Doctrine.

 Warfare impacting the entire depth of an enemy’s territory simultaneously: In several incidents, the GRU simultaneously conducted destructive attacks with a high degree of precision (i.e., highly targeted against targets on a countrywide scale, harming huge portions of Ukraine’s critical sectors. Repeatedly, GRU operators abused update processes for financial software used mainly in Ukraine or by entities touching Ukraine’s economy, thereby enabling targeted sabotage at scale, causing billions of dollars of damages globally. The NotPetya attack impacted Ukraine’s government, banks, transportation (e.g., airports, subways), trading firms, telecommunications companies, and gas filling stations, reportedly crippling 10 percent of all computers in Ukraine. It also disrupted foreign pharmaceutical, shipping, consumer goods, parcel delivery, and healthcare companies with business ties to Ukraine.

 Precise destructive attacks: Several operations targeting specific organizations involved multiple disruptive aspects with likely intent to demoralize, confuse, and, in at least one case, create hazardous recovery conditions. On December 17, 2016, GRU operators disrupted power distribution in parts of Kyiv; they opened breakers (cutting the power flow), wiped operators’ monitoring systems (reducing insight into impacted systems), and unsuccessfully attempted to disrupt safety devices that protect equipment from electrical abnormality (a dangerous environment for manually closing breakers during decreased visibility). Similarly, on December 15, GRU operators disrupted numerous systems at a railway company, wiping servers and systems used for empty freight car distribution, online ticketing, and traffic safety management. This last aspect of the attack appears to coincide with the Ukrainian railway company’s plan to run its first tests of a new empty train dispatching system on December 28, 2016 as a railway modernization project.

 Creation of permanent war zones: The GRU’s close timing of numerous sabotage operations established a state of constant, relentless, unstoppable conflict in Ukraine. For example, within one week in December 2016, the GRU disrupted Ukraine’s railways (December 14–15), power distribution (December 17), and shipping (December 19). The GRU’s barrage of near monthly attacks on the Ukrainian financial sector and corporate finance departments in early- and mid-2017 continued this trend.

 Manipulation of the social or political environment: The operators may have had several secondary strategic objectives consistent with the GRU’s mission, in addition to retaliation against a perceived unfair application of international rules by the IMF. By repeatedly disrupting Ukrainian critical sectors, especially Ukraine’s financial sector, the GRU may have sought to dissuade foreign companies from doing business in Ukraine (disrupting the Ukrainian economy), demoralize Ukrainians, and reduce their confidence in the anti-Russia Ukrainian government’s competence. Furthermore, as a show of force, the attacks may have further served to deter other post-Soviet countries from turning Westward and signal to NATO Russia’s cyber capabilities, establishing a new form of strategic deterrence.

MITIGATION OF RETALIATION AND REPROBATION FOR THE NOTPETYA INCIDENT (2017)

Despite the GRU’s attempts to make the NotPetya incident look like a cybercriminal ransomware operation, public assessments quickly shifted to blame to the GRU. Within a week, Ukrainian security services and several foreign cybersecurity firms concluded that GRU-linked operators were responsible for NotPetya—likely the costliest cyber attack in history—as well as the two previous power disruption attacks. The next year, first in February 2017, the U.S. publicly endorsed this attribution and, then in April, several other countries also reaffirmed it.

The growing likelihood of a global backlash against Russia in the months after NotPetya might have constituted a sharp deterioration in Russia’s interstate relations, a military threat listed in the Military Doctrine. Unlike the GRU’s other sabotage operations whose damage was contained within Ukraine’s borders, NotPetya had caused billions of dollars of damage to civilian companies in many NATO countries including the U.S. Against this backdrop, the GRU conducted a final major disruptive operation, again deploying wiper malware (BadRabbit) on October 24, 2017.

We assess that the BadRabbit operation was likely designed to appear like a Ukrainian government or aligned group retaliating against Russia and the GRU. Such an operation might serve to create seeming moral equivalence between Russian and Ukrainian government hackers, this time painting Russia as the victim of a similar large-scale wiper attack by a Western-aligned state. The operation borrowed elements of the NotPetya attack, such as deploying wiper malware disguised
as ransomware, and attacking on a symbolic date; October 24 is a Russian professional holiday that commemorates the creation of Russian military’s special forces (Day of Special Forces of the Armed Forces), essentially the GRU’s professional holiday. Most victims were in Russia,\(^{125}\) infected via fake Flash update alerts on mostly low-traffic Russian websites,\(^{126}\) but incongruously most high-profile victims were in Ukraine.\(^{127, 128}\)

### Warfare impacting the entire depth of an enemy’s territory simultaneously

The operation struck many high-profile victims in Ukraine across varied sectors.\(^{126}\) These victims paralleled victims of other GRU sabotage attacks in Ukraine over the previous few years, including the Ministries of Finance and Infrastructure, the Odesa airport, and companies in rail transport and media.\(^{128, 129}\)

### Precise destructive attacks

The concurrent, disproportionate disruption of numerous high-profile targets in Ukraine suggests that the GRU likely used a second, more-targeted malware distribution method than just social engineering via exploit-less fake Flash update alerts.\(^{130}\) Ukrainian security services note that an associated spearphishing campaign occurred concurrently, which we assess may have been used to deploy BadRabbit to targeted Ukrainian victim networks.\(^{131}\)

- We have discovered that these messages,\(^{132}\) purporting to be from Russian financial software developer 1C, encouraged targets to install a free security update from GitHub for their flagship 1C Enterprise\(^{132}\) accounting software.\(^{132}\) The update, which we recovered, was an obfuscated copy of remote administration tool (RAT) Ammyy Admin disguised as various component update files (e.g., PDFs, images).\(^{133}\) This tactic matches a June 2018 Ukrainian government claim that Russian government operators had been spearphishing Ukrainian “companies, including banks and energy firms” with malware “[broken] into separate files, which are put onto targeted networks before activating them.”\(^{134}\) The operators could have used the RAT to direct computers to the websites delivering fake Flash updates to download and install the BadRabbit malware.

### ARMED CONFLICT ADJACENT TO RUSSIA OR ITS ALLIES

Armed conflict along Russia’s borders or those of its allies presents numerous threats for Russian military security. In the context of Europe’s challenges with Syrian refugees, Russia has warned that a failure to offer refugees jobs or integrate them into local society risks heightened social tensions (a key internal military threat).\(^{135}\) Violence in these areas may spill over into Russia or its allies’ territories (a key military risk), leading to armed conflict involving the Russian military. Finally, armed conflict may lead to failed states, leading to safe havens for terrorists that could strike at Russian civilians.

This military threat of terrorism stemming from nearby failed states has been a contributing factor to Russia’s involvement in the Syrian Civil War. Among other objectives, Russia explicitly sought to defeat ISIL and prevent terrorism’s proliferation elsewhere, including in Europe.\(^{136}\) As Russian state-owned broadcaster Channel One noted, “Let’s not wait until the fire comes home to us.”\(^ {137}\)

### Case Study: Middle East Opposition to Russia’s Involvement in the Syrian Civil War (2015)

**MONITORING OF MIDDLE EAST FOREIGN POLICY PLAYERS (2015)**

On September 22, 2015, the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC\(^1\)) issued a statement that its members had condemned Russia’s just-announced plan to become directly involved in the Syrian Civil War.\(^{138}\) The statement argued that Russia’s involvement would prolong the bloody conflict and strengthen Syrian ties with the GCC’s primary regional rival, Iran.

Likely in response to this diplomatic pushback, the GRU plausibly sought to gain insight into GCC foreign policy players’ internal discussions pertaining to Russia’s involvement in Syria. Such information could have informed Russian strategies to manage its increasingly important relationship with the GCC while balancing its desire to intervene in Syria.

### Awareness of potential military risks and threats

Concurrent with the announcement of Russia’s involvement in the Syrian Civil War, the GRU attempted to surveil GCC members’ diplomatic and military apparatuses. Principally in September and October 2015, GRU-linked operators spearphished\(^{139}\) militaries and the ministries of defense and foreign affairs in Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, United Arab Emirates, and Qatar\(^{140}\) with messages directing them to fake webmail portals.

---

\(^{1}\) The Gulf Cooperation Council is a multistate trading bloc consisting of the six Persian Gulf countries, other than Iraq. The countries share common political systems (monarchies), religion (Sunni Islam), and economies reliant on natural resources, especially oil and natural gas. The GCC organization serves to promote common economic, security, and cultural goals. Russia shares many pragmatic interests with the GCC, such as countering Islamic terrorism, sustaining oil prices, and developing mutually beneficial economic and military relations. (Source: https://trendsinstitution.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Russian-Foreign-Policy-and-the-GCC-Final.pdf).

---

\(^{k}\) In May 2017, Ukraine declared that 1C was effectively spy software and placed sanctions on its developer. Regardless, Ukrainian companies were reportedly slow to transition from this software. (Sources: https://www.kyivpost.com/business/sbu-says-dealers-1c-software-ukraine-placed-sanction-list.html; https://informnapalm.org/en/one-year-of-ukrainian-sanctions-against-russian-social-networks-and-yandex-interim-results/).

---

\(^{133}\) The Gulf Cooperation Council is a multistate trading bloc consisting of the six Persian Gulf countries, other than Iraq. The countries share common political systems (monarchies), religion (Sunni Islam), and economies reliant on natural resources, especially oil and natural gas. The GCC organization serves to promote common economic, security, and cultural goals. Russia shares many pragmatic interests with the GCC, such as countering Islamic terrorism, sustaining oil prices, and developing mutually beneficial economic and military relations. (Source: https://trendsinstitution.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Russian-Foreign-Policy-and-the-GCC-Final.pdf).
The emerging possibility of the UK unilaterally launching airstrikes within the territory of Syria, a Russian partner, plausibly prompted the GRU to establish preemptive beachheads at a UK television station, in order to launch a destructive attack. According to the UK and Australia, in July 2015, the GRU breached Islam Channel, a small British television outlet. The operators achieved a stealthy persistence on the Islam Channel's networks by December 2015, around the time of the UNSC Syria resolution. The operators largely ceased further lateral movement, did not conduct operations to disrupt or otherwise publicly abuse the networks, and retained access until the breach was discovered in late 2016.

- **Reduced time to launch military operations with preemptive activities:** The initial intrusion began immediately after the terrorist attack in Tunisia, allowing the operators to establish extensive persistent access to the broadcaster that could be selectively abused on a short timeline as needed.
- **Precise destructive attacks:** The operators conducted extensive lateral movement and reconnaissance across the station’s corporate and broadcast networks. Their reported areas of focus were the corporate-broadcast network bridge, the station director’s workstation, and a production control room.
- **Manipulation of social or political environment:** The target’s identity as a broadcaster tailored to the Islamic community likely would have shaped any eventual disruptive or destructive attack’s character. The GRU conducted several other attacks against broadcasters around this time in the guise of an ISIL-aligned hacktivist group called CyberCaliphate. These operations may have sought, in part, to foment socially divisive anti-Muslim sentiment in affected countries like France and the United States.

### GROWTH OF TRANSNATIONAL NON-STATE THREATS SUCH AS TERRORISM OR ORGANIZED CRIME

Combatting transnational terrorism has been a major Russian priority in the post-Cold War era. Through the early 2010s, Russia’s top terrorism concern was domestic Islamist terrorism originating in its North Caucasus region in Central Asia, but this focus shifted around 2014 to the Middle East with the rise of ISIL.

This shift abroad has likely increased the importance of the Russian military in Russian counterterrorism policy, as the military focuses specifically on foreign-originating military security threats. According to the Russian Armed Forces, its counterterrorism mission has several strategic functions. These functions are to generate intelligence on and policy suggestions for terrorist threats, coordinate with foreign and domestic partner agencies, conduct special operations against...
terrorist groups and their supply chains, and prevent the development of domestic pro-terrorist views.\textsuperscript{157}

Our review of GRU-linked cyber operations from the past decade did not identify any examples that could be confidently assessed as likely counterterrorism or counter-organized-crime activities. The cybersecurity industry’s tendency to decline to publicly report suspected counterterrorism activities is likely a major contributing factor for this trend.\textsuperscript{158}

**Case Study: The Rise of Ukrainian Nationalism Threatens Russian Claims to Ukrainian Identity (2014–2015)**

**Establishment of Beachheads at Entities Possessing Russo-Ukrainian Historical Records (2014–2015)**

For decades, Russian leaders have rejected Ukraine’s claims to independence based on any asserted unique national identity independent from Russia. In recent years, Russia’s president, for example, has repeatedly rejected Ukrainian nationalism, saying, “Ukraine is not a country” (2008)\textsuperscript{171} and “Russians and Ukrainians are one people. We are essentially the same nation” (2019).\textsuperscript{172} In 2016, the Russian Foreign Policy Concept identified as a policy goal strengthening the shared cultural, religious, economic, and political ties of the two countries.\textsuperscript{10}

Asserting a unique Ukrainian identity was a defining element of the 2013–2014 Ukrainian revolution. Ukrainian efforts to reorient the country with the West and break or downplay ties with Russia are therefore diametrically opposed to Russia’s own views of Ukrainian identity.

Per the Military Doctrine, the Russian military must therefore neutralize or counter the threat of Ukrainian nationalism. We assess that the GRU may have sought to establish the opportunity to leak data or disrupt systems at Ukrainian heritage-and-identity targets under the guise of nationalist hackers to further the Russian government’s narrative of pervasive, dangerous Ukrainian nationalism. In August 2014 and March 2015, GRU operators repeatedly attempted to breach entities in Europe, the U.S., and Russia possessing Russo-Ukrainian historical records, such as archives, heritage associations, regional records authorities, museums, and universities.\textsuperscript{173, 174}

- **Precise destructive attacks:** The specific tools used in the campaign are consistent with the GRU’s informational-technical effects team, suggesting that achieving the ability to cause disruption or destruction was a likely objective.\textsuperscript{173, 174}

- **Reduced time to launch military operations with preemptive activities:** No disruptions were linked to these operations. We assess that the GRU may have attempted to gain beachhead access to a wide range of cultural targets that could be leveraged in response to a specific cultural conflict with Ukraine.

**Growth of Ethnic, Religious, or Cultural Disagreements Over Territorial Borders**

Nationalist movements threaten Russia’s borders. In nationalism, group identity markers such as ethnicity, religion, or culture define a country’s territorial boundaries. Numerous groups of Russian citizens without major identity markers of Russian ethnicity—being Slavic, Eastern Orthodox Christian, and Russian speaking—live along the country’s borders. Nationalism by such groups has at times led to secessionist movements and disputes over Russian territorial claims, especially in the post-Soviet Era.\textsuperscript{159} Various groups that have fought or petitioned to secede from Russia in the 21st century include Sunni pan-Islamists,\textsuperscript{160} Chechens,\textsuperscript{161} Tatars,\textsuperscript{162} the Kaliningrad exclave,\textsuperscript{163} Circassians,\textsuperscript{164} Idel-Ural nationalists,\textsuperscript{165} and Siberians.\textsuperscript{166}

Despite its concerns about losing territory to nationalist movements, Russia has been a strong advocate of its nationalist ties to people with Russian identity markers outside Russia.\textsuperscript{167, 168} It routinely touts its linkages to countries like Ukraine that were historically part of Russia proper, as well as to ones like Estonia that were “Russified” during the Cold War.\textsuperscript{167, 168} In some cases, like in Eastern Ukraine and Georgia’s South Ossetia region,\textsuperscript{169, 170} Russian military operations have directly supported ethnic Russian separatist movements. Russia therefore seeks to push back against attempts to dispute Russia’s nationalistic ties to its neighbors and support people claiming nationalist ties with Russia.
shared cultural identity markers. Meanwhile, Russia has also invaded countries spinning out of its orbit, like Ukraine and Georgia; underwritten overt traditional media and covert social media efforts to destabilize its opponents and damage their publics’ opinion of NATO and the EU; and used energy policy to integrate with or strong-arm potential opponents.

Case Study: Ukraine Holds Its First Post-Revolution Election (2014)

Disruption of Ukraine’s National Election Organization (May 2014)

In February 2014, a revolution overthrew Ukraine’s Russia-friendly president with calls demanding closer ties with the West. This upheaval prompted the scheduling of a presidential election on May 25 to form a new legitimate government. The pending establishment of a new Ukrainian government, overtly hostile to Russia, generated substantial risk for Russia, prompting a mixed kinetic and cyber military response. Within weeks of the revolution, Russian military special forces, including members of the GRU, rapidly annexed southern Ukraine’s Crimea Peninsula and coordinated a separatist movement in eastern Ukraine’s Donbass region. Russia justified its actions by claiming that it was protecting the Donbass region’s substantial ethnically Russian populations from “fascist” persecution by the new anti-Russia Ukrainian government. On election night, GRU operators disrupted key election resources with the likely objective of creating the appearance of a Ukrainian government conspiracy to install an extremist nationalist politician as the new president.

While Russia continues to press for legal restrictions on cyber operations through diplomatic channels, the GRU will likely attempt to deflect criticism about its own operations. The GRU’s defense against such allegations might look like an incident in the summer of 2016. At the time, public awareness grew in the U.S. that Russia was likely attempting to covertly influence that year’s U.S. presidential election. Concurrently, a still-unattributed threat actor using the identity “The Shadow Brokers” began leaking hacking tools belonging to the U.S. Government, a fact that the White House has since publicly confirmed. While it remains unclear whether The Shadow Brokers was a GRU-linked entity, the operation followed the tactics of other GRU operations. For example, if it were a GRU operation, it may have sought to neutralize Russia’s critics by creating an appearance of moral equivalence (i.e., Russia’s critics also conduct cyber operations).

ILLICIT USE OF CYBER OR INFORMATION OPERATIONS AGAINST RUSSIA OR ITS ALLIES

Russia seeks to limit global state-sponsored information-al-conflict operations. Since 1998, Russia has repeatedly proposed at the UN laws, norms, and structures to guide the actions of states in cyberspace. If ever accepted, these proposals would have the effect of limiting states’ abilities to shape any other state’s “sovereign” information space and establish mechanisms for Russia to legally dispute cyber activities that break those standards.

While Russia continues to press for legal restrictions on cyber operations through diplomatic channels, the GRU will likely attempt to deflect criticism about its own operations. The GRU’s defense against such allegations might look like an incident in the summer of 2016. At the time, public awareness grew in the U.S. that Russia was likely attempting to covertly influence that year’s U.S. presidential election. Concurrently, a still-unattributed threat actor using the identity “The Shadow Brokers” began leaking hacking tools belonging to the U.S. Government, a fact that the White House has since publicly confirmed. While it remains unclear whether The Shadow Brokers was a GRU-linked entity, the operation followed the tactics of other GRU operations. For example, if it were a GRU operation, it may have sought to neutralize Russia’s critics by creating an appearance of moral equivalence (i.e., Russia’s critics also conduct cyber operations).

Manipulation of social or political environment:
The ultimate purpose of these beachheads may have been an operation that stoked ethnic tensions in Ukraine. In other instances, GRU operators conducted attacks in the guise of extremist Ukrainian nationalist hacktivist groups. Such attacks created the appearance of post-revolution Ukraine being overrun with violent Ukrainian nationalists, a threat to the many ethnic minorities in Ukraine. The cultural organization campaigns’ spearphishing emails pretended to be from the leader of an extreme far-right Ukrainian nationalist political party, possibly laying the narrative groundwork for a similar attack.

Establishment of Hostile States Adjacent to Russia

Since the Cold War, Russia has sought to surround itself with states that are either friendly or neutral. Moscow employs a spectrum of soft and hard power means to maintain this state of affairs. It has joined several neighbors in a collective security alliance, bolstered trade and tourism, and promoted
Russian news stations immediately broadcast. The operators then launched a DDoS attack on a CEC system that collected vote tallies from election districts, further delaying the publication of an official tally. In addition, the attack propelled a key Russian narrative that Ukraine was overrun with violent and extremist nationalists, which partially served to harm ethnic Russians’ perceptions of the new Ukrainian government.

**Precise destructive attacks:** The operators’ disruption, destruction, and manipulation of diverse election resources through varied means demonstrated a carefully planned strategy to progressively delay the publication of election results and degrade confidence in the validity of results.

**Manipulation of social or political environment:** According to the GRU operators’ proxy identities, like DCLeaks and CyberBerkut, their leaks allegedly revealed covert U.S. operations to stoke protest movements and influence elections worldwide, with an emphasis on upsetting the Russian political order. For example, they claimed that an email from the National Endowment for Democracy (NED) showed that the “U.S. [was] preparing a color revolution in Russia according to [the] Ukrainian model.” They also claimed to have uncovered proof of the OSF interfering in elections throughout Europe and South America. Other leaks, amplified by Russian media, allegedly showed that the OSF’s financial backer had also undertaken disruptive political movements in Ukraine, Bulgaria, and the United States.

**INTERNAL MILITARY RISKS**

**PROVOCATION OF RUSSIAN POLITICAL STRIFE**

Foreign civil society organizations, such as democracy promotion and anticorruption groups, are deeply concerning to the Russian government. Russia views these groups as hostile actors threatening to sow instability and foment extremism that may spill back into Russia in the form of terrorism or revolution (pointing to the Arab Spring and the 2013–2014 Ukrainian revolution as example scenarios). Since protests riled Russia after Putin’s disputed 2012 reelection, Russia has greatly curtailed the ability of foreign civil society organizations to operate. In the following years, it promptly expelled the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) and passed legislation authorizing the removal of any “undesirable” international NGO deemed to be a threat to national security. Organizations targeted under these policies include Transparency International ([TI],...
deemed a foreign agent in April 2015), OSF (banned in November 2015), the National Democratic Institute (NDI), banned in March 2016, and the International Republican Institute (IRI), banned in August 2016.

(see page 25) that operation’s goal was likely to establish a moral equivalence narrative in response to public awareness of GRU interference in the 2016 U.S. presidential election.

**SEPARATIST AND ETHNO-RELIGIOUS TERRORISM**

Islamic terrorism is a persistent threat to Russian national security. Chechen separatists in the 1990s and 2000s and Islamic State-aligned terrorists in the 2010s conducted mass casualty attacks inside Russia. Russia has often argued that it should take an active military role in counterterrorism operations to deny terrorists safe havens and, ultimately, prevent terrorism from spilling back to Russia.

**Case Study: Calls for Fair Elections and Combating Corruption Sweep Russia (2017–2019)**

**SURVEILLANCE OF DEMOCRACY PROMOTION AND ANTICORRUPTION GROUPS (2018–2019)**

Between 2017 and 2019, a series of protests engulfed Russian domestic politics. Intermittent mass demonstrations in major cities called for major structural changes because of popular concerns about corruption and election fairness. Russia blamed foreign governments, traditional and social media outlets, and civil society organizations for inciting or supporting some of these demonstrations.

The perceived elevated risk from foreign civil society foundations in 2017–2019 has likely prompted a Russian military response. The GRU has likely surveilled these groups to maintain awareness of their activities in Russia. Plausibly, GRU operations might have also sought to gather information that could be leaked to discredit these groups.

- **Awareness of potential military risks and threats:** In 2018 and 2019, GRU operators spearphished numerous foreign civil society organizations either banned from Russia or analyzing Russian civil society issues. Based on domain registration dates, the operators targeted the Hudson Institute (a U.S. think tank that runs an anticorruption initiative that often profiles Russia) and the IRI likely in early 2018. In early- and mid-2019, they also targeted the IRI, OSF, the European Endowment for Democracy, and TI. The impact of these operations is not public; OSF disclosed in July 2019 that there had been an “attack,” but declined to elaborate.

- **Reduced time to launch military operations with preemptive activities:** One objective of these operations may have been to gather information to enable the GRU to defame or discredit foreign civil society organizations. The GRU similarly attempted to stoke controversy about the OSF and NED in 2016 using leaked information, though as we previously assessed


**SURVEILLANCE OF JOURNALISTS COVERING ANTITERRORISM ACTIONS IN CHECHNYA (LATE 2013)**

In the fall of 2013, Russia faced a challenging narrative in international media that it was committing extensive human rights abuses in its tumultuous North Caucasus region, home to the Russian Federation republics of Dagestan and Chechnya. At the time, Russia was mounting a major counterterrorism effort in the region to manage security risks related to the upcoming 2014 Winter Olympics in nearby Sochi; the world’s spotlight would be on Russia and a terrorist attack would have been a devastating blow to Russia’s prestige. Russian law enforcement threatened and imprisoned human rights groups, lawyers, and journalists attempting to draw attention to Russia’s actions.

The possibility of international condemnation constraining Russia’s counterterrorism strategy may have prompted the GRU to conduct cyber operations to surveil foreign journalists covering Chechnya. In late 2013, GRU-linked operators attempted to phish an undisclosed journalist under the

---

¹⁹⁷Dagestan is a Russian republic (a constituent political entity akin to a province) in the North Caucasus region. To its south and west, it borders Georgia, Azerbaijan, and the Russian republic of Chechnya. Since about 2009, there has been a low-intensity conflict throughout this North Caucasus region between the Russian state and Islamic militants, a follow-on conflict to the Second Chechen war of 1999–2000.
Eastern Orthodox Christianity is deeply intertwined with Russian identity. Nearly four out of five Russians profess to be Eastern Orthodox, and Eastern Orthodoxy is widely practiced in much of Russia’s southern and western peripheries.215 For these reasons, the Russian government was alarmed by plans in the 2010s for a schism between the Ukrainian and Russian Orthodox Churches, giving the Ukrainian Church autonomy and removing a third of all parishes from the Russian Orthodox Church’s oversight.216 Ultimately, in December 2018, Ukrainian religious leaders formally established the new autonomous Ukrainian Eastern Orthodox Church, a move Ukraine’s president hailed as “another pillar of Ukrainian independence.”217

The growing support for Ukrainian ecclesiastic independence in the 2010s constituted a military risk per the Military Doctrine. It risked further diminishing Russian influence in Ukraine and undermining the legitimacy of Russian narratives about entrenched pan-national unity with Ukrainians that had partially justified the Russian annexation of Crimea. In response to these evolving circumstances, Russian security services, including the GRU, likely surveilled and harassed individuals involved in the ecclesiastic independence movement.

**Awareness of potential military risks and threats:**
Russia’s desire to reap international goodwill from hosting the Olympics213 may have made the country more vulnerable to foreign pressure on its counterterrorism operations. Consequently, the GRU may have tracked journalists whose coverage might spark a foreign backlash against its urgent counterterror activities.

The 2012 activity described in this section occurred prior to the Military Doctrine identifying Russian internal affairs as a military priority in 2014. Though that operation’s target is a reported GRU target, the 2012 leak-and-defame operation has not been publicly attributed. (Source: hxxps://www.apnews.com/26815e006d348f6b8350e966786a8).

**UNDERMINING OF RUSSIAN HISTORICAL, SPIRITUAL, AND PATRIOTIC TRADITIONS**
Russia considers the preservation of its national identity to be a key national security interest. Internally, these elements of heritage and national narrative serve to unify a culturally and ethnically diverse population with common conceptions of national identity and undergird patriotic support for the state.214 Abroad, pan-Russo nationalism bolsters Russia’s relationships with many of the former Soviet republics through the concept of a common identity. Elements of that identity are varied, including historical, spiritual, and patriotic aspects. Per the Military Doctrine, foreign activities that threaten Russia’s preeminence in this pan-nationalist narrative are therefore a threat to Russian national security.

**Manipulation of social or political environment:**
In 2012, an unknown adversary leaked emails belonging to an official Russian Orthodox Church theologian, revealing that he was secretly supportive of Ukrainian efforts to gain ecclesiastic independence. The controversy around this leak ultimately led to him stepping down from his position with the church. Though this operation has not been attributed, GRU operators have reportedly repeatedly targeted this theologian at unspecified times.218

**Awareness of potential military risks and threats:**
GRU-linked operators have been implicated in multiple efforts since 2015 to surveil Eastern Orthodox Clergy involved in the schism process by targeting their email accounts with spear-phishing. Targets have included the Chancellor of the Orthodox Church in America 218, 219 (2015) and aides to the Eastern Orthodox Church’s spiritual leader, the Archbishop of Constantinople218 (2018).

**Case Study:** Independence Threatens the Preeminence of the Russian Orthodox Church in Ukraine (2012–2018)

**SURVEILLANCE OF RELIGIOUS FIGURES RELATED TO UKRAINIAN ECCLESIASTIC INDEPENDENCE (2012–2018)**

[The 2012 activity described in this section occurred prior to the Military Doctrine identifying Russian internal affairs as a military priority in 2014. Though that operation’s target is a reported GRU target, the 2012 leak-and-defame operation has not been publicly attributed. (Source: hxxps://www.apnews.com/26815e006d348f6b8350e966786a8).]
Manipulation of social or political environment:
Between August 2016 and February 2017, GRU operators breached multiple national antidoping agencies, sports federations, and sports governing authorities. In many cases, the GRU leaked—via fake proxy hacktivist identities—foreign athletes’ therapeutic use exemptions (TUE), which are waivers that allow athletes to compete while taking prohibited pharmaceuticals if they have a documented medical reason. The GRU operators likely sought to establish a false moral equivalency, arguing that Russia had received unfair treatment, because athletes in countries that called for Russia’s Olympic expulsion like the U.S. and Canada also used prohibited drugs (albeit drugs that were deemed medically necessary, formally disclosed, and authorized by sports federations). Russian state-funded media and diplomatic services republished leaks and pushed the moral equivalence defense, both referring to Western “hypocrisy.”

Precise destructive attacks:
Two hours before the 2018 opening ceremony, GRU operators unleashed a worming and wiping malware dubbed “Olympic Destroyer” at the Olympics’ key IT service provider, two South Korean ski resorts, and the games’ official website. Just as the ceremony prepared to kick off, televisions in the press center stopped working, the stadium’s Wi-Fi crashed, and the official website went offline.

Widespread use of advanced weapons and technologies:
The Olympics campaigns employed several technically notable tactics. The GRU used a close access operations team to locally breach some antidoping targets, a capability of security services that is rarely publicly documented. Specifically, the GRU deployed two hackers to locally breach the Wi-Fi networks used by WADA and U.S. antidoping officials at the 2016 Olympics in order to steal the officials’ credentials for accessing an antidoping records database. Also, unusually, the GRU incorporated code in Olympic Destroyer from malware linked to numerous states (e.g., China, North Korea, Russia), to obfuscate Russia’s role in the attack and deflect attribution by purely technical means.


Russian athletic prowess, especially in the Olympics, has for decades bolstered Russo-Soviet and Russian patriotism and shaped perceptions of Russian might, internally and abroad. Because of the perceived strategic importance of athletic success, the Soviet Union and Russia have run extensive, secretive doping programs to boost their athletes’ performance—especially during major international competitions like the Olympics. In June 2016, less than a month before the 2016 Summer Olympics, the World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) released the first of a two-part report exposing Russia’s modern doping program, which leveraged Russia’s intelligence agencies to undermine independent antidoping testing processes. Following a subsequent investigation, on December 5, 2017, the International Olympic Committee (IOC) banned Russia from competing in the February 2018 Pyeongchang Winter Olympics.

These actions taken by WADA and the IOC threatened Russia’s patriotic traditions (i.e., its reputation as an athletic powerhouse), a military risk as defined by the Military Doctrine. If the WADA report and subsequent investigations were broadly accepted as truthful and unbiased, Russia’s reputation might significantly suffer among international and domestic communities. The IOC ultimate ban was, from Russia’s perspective, a hostile act directed at a core strategic interest. In response to these circumstances, the GRU likely conducted a multiphase operation to first discredit WADA and other organizations accusing Russia of athletic perfidy, and second, to disrupt the Pyeongchang Olympics’ opening ceremony in an act of retaliation for the ban.
Awareness of potential military risks and threats: The GRU has surveilled numerous religious groups in Ukraine that have alleged Russian attempts to stoke ethnic tension in Ukraine. Examples of this targeting include the following:

- **Ummah**, a Ukrainian Muslim group, has been sympathetic to Ukrainian nationalist concerns and critical of Russia’s treatment of ethnic Ukrainians. Ummah publicly called for a more representative government through the 2013–2014 revolution and seeks broader recognition that the 1927–1933 famine was a genocide inflicted by the USSR on the Ukrainian people.

- **Josef Zisels**, the chairman of the Association of Jewish Organizations and Communities of Ukraine, accused Russia of pushing an illegitimate narrative that the post-revolution Ukrainian government is deeply anti-Semitic. For example, he accused Russia of surreptitiously committing hate crimes like vandalizing synagogues with neo-Nazi symbols to create the appearance of widespread Ukrainian antisemitism.

- The **Ukrainian Greek-Orthodox Church** (a.k.a. the Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church) is an extension of the Western Catholic church that was forcibly absorbed by the Russian Orthodox Church during the Soviet era. The Ukrainian Greek-Orthodox Church has publicly blamed Russia for the conflict in eastern and southern Ukraine.

**MILITARY THREATS**

**SHARP DETERIORATION OF INTERSTATE RELATIONS**

The Russian Armed Forces are attuned to monitoring for the deterioration of interstate relations and attempting to prevent these circumstances from escalating into an armed conflict. Within the broader context of Russia seeking stability in its international relations, Russia likely especially worries about sudden changes in its relationships—particularly relationships that are fundamentally consistent and non-confrontational over those that are contentious.

The 2013–2014 revolution in Ukraine has been a defining moment of Russia’s recent international relations. The collapse of the Russia-friendly regime ushered in a pro-Western, anti-Russia Ukrainian nationalist government. Russia responded by launching a multidimensional hybrid war in Ukraine. The course of that conflict has made countering Russia an urgent political issue in many countries, degraded Russia’s otherwise productive relationships with several Western powers, prompted a shift Westward among some officially neutral states, and strained Russia’s relations with several historically friendly states on its borders.

**SURVEILLANCE OF UKRAINIAN RELIGIOUS LEADERS**

During Russia’s conflict with Ukraine, several Ukrainian religious leaders and groups accused Russia of working to stir up social strife in Ukraine. The GRU likely sought to surveil these leaders to understand and prepare for further action should the narratives gather enough weight to cause reciprocal intercultural, social, ethnic, or religious tensions within Russia.

**Case Study: Religious Leaders Threaten Russian Security Interests**

During Russia’s conflict with Ukraine, several Ukrainian religious leaders and groups accused Russia of working to stir up social strife in Ukraine. The GRU likely sought to surveil these leaders to understand and prepare for further action should the narratives gather enough weight to cause reciprocal intercultural, social, ethnic, or religious tensions within Russia.
PREPARATION OF THE BATTLEFIELD IN UKRAINE (2014)

Relations between Ukraine and Russia sharply deteriorated in 2013 and 2014. Ukraine appeared to be spiraling out of Russia’s orbit—a massive geopolitical change along Russia’s border. After several months of protests starting in late 2013, revolutionaries toppled Ukraine’s Russian-friendly president in February 2014. The new Ukrainian government was eager to politically, militarily, and economically distance itself from Russia. It immediately signed a trade deal with the EU and a nuclear fuel deal with the U.S.-based Westinghouse Energy Company (WEC). The growing conflict between neighbors threatened to develop into a larger, more violent international conflict as a direct result of Ukraine’s efforts to join NATO and boost NATO’s presence near Russia’s border.

The growing conflict in Ukraine led to a sharp deterioration of relations with Russia—a leading threat to military security enumerated in Russia’s Military Doctrine. A key component of the GRU’s initial response appears to have been establishing beachheads for possible future destructive operations throughout Ukraine. These operations targeted several sectors that later experienced destructive attacks.

Reduced time to launch military operations with preemptive activities: Starting around late 2013 or early 2014, GRU-linked operators attempted to breach varied Ukrainian targets including state-owned enterprises in the energy sector and railways, as well as federal and municipal government agencies. Consistently, these sectors and entities were targets of GRU destructive attacks in the following years.

Precise destructive attacks: Sometimes, the operators were caught while conducting internal network reconnaissance consistent with long-term planning for destructive attacks. In one instance, the operators stole virtual private network (VPN) credentials in May or June 2014 from a Ukrainian railway’s partner, possibly a French telecommunications firm, and proceeded to conduct internal reconnaissance at the railway. The operators then destroyed the victim’s routers in June in apparent retaliation for remediation efforts by incident responders.

Awareness of potential military risks and threats: Ukraine’s energy reliance on Russia has historically been a pressure point that Russia targets to resolve conflicts with Ukraine. Ukraine’s growing partnership with WEC threatened to increase Ukrainian energy independence. Starting in November 2014, the GRU began a multiyear phishing and network reconnaissance campaign against WEC, repeatedly spearphishing WEC staff working in nuclear energy, reactor development, and reactor technology.

We identified one subdomain linked to the campaign referencing WEC’s AP1000, a nuclear reactor design for which Ukraine had signed a memorandum with WEC to learn more about. The GRU operators’ ultimate objective is unclear but may have been related to buttressing Russia’s ability to increase pressure on Ukraine via the energy sector.


In July 2014, Malaysian Airlines Flight 17 (MH17) exploded mid-flight over eastern Ukraine, killing all 298 people aboard. In October 2015, the Dutch Safety Board concluded that a Buk missile had caused the explosion, and subsequent multinational criminal investigations in 2016 and 2018 unequivocally determined the Russian Armed Forces had supplied the Buk missile system to Russian-backed separatists who shot down the plane. In addition to the formal investigation, the UK-based open-source investigation (OSINT) organization Bellingcat published a series of articles using public data to discredit the Russian Armed Forces’ explanations for the incident and to support the criminal investigations’ conclusion implicating the Russian Armed Forces in supplying the missile system.

These investigations threatened to provoke a large-scale diplomatic, military, and economic backlash against Russia—a key military threat per the Military Doctrine. In response, over several years, the GRU used numerous cyber capabilities to track and discredit parties involved in the investigation.

Awareness of potential military risks and threats:

On August 22, 2015, a Finnish news outlet revealed that the Finnish Defense Forces had secretly detonated a Buk to test the theory that such a missile downed MH17. We assess that the GRU’s alleged attempts to breach the email accounts of Finnish news outlets likely occurred in direct response to this revelation. A GRU-linked domain from this campaign, mimicking the only publicly disclosed news outlet targeted in the operation, was registered two days after the missile test news broke. The Finnish government identified a second target of this phishing campaign: a Finnish journalist associated with the independent investigative outlet Bellingcat who had previously published research tracking the missile

---

73. Staff received messages appearing to be generated by their Microsoft Exchange Server, directing them to log-in to a phishing page at webmail[westinghousenuclear]com. Passive DNS databases indicate that the hackers created another subdomain, ap1000[westinghousenuclear]com, a likely reference to the AP1000, Westinghouse nuclear reactor redesign. An operator appears to have erroneously created an intended subdomain name “AP1000.westin...” as “APL000.westin...,” perhaps misreading the design name’s number “10” as a lowercase “l”; typo-squatting a subdomain is superfluous.
It has consistently supported sanctions on Russia over its role Ukraine’s fourth largest source of direct military assistance. During its conflict with Russia. In 2014–2017, Poland was Poland has emerged as one of Ukraine’s most loyal allies RUSSIA (2014) AND ESCALATING POLISH RHETORIC ABOUT COUNTERING OF POLISH SUPPORT FOR UKRAINE

The GRU has repeatedly threatened Bellingcat and attempted to embroil it in scandals. Bellingcat has extensively investigated Russian military- and GRU-linked incidents, including the downing of MH17, the attempted assassination of Segey and Yulia Skirpal, the surveillance of worldwide sports anti-doping agencies, and the attempted coup in Montenegro. The GRU has repeatedly used its proxy social media identities like Anonymous Poland and CyberBerkut in attempts to embroil Bellingcat journalists in fictitious scandals (e.g., suggesting Bellingcat had published private information of Ukrainian soldiers, sold stolen credit card data and likely coordinated fake journalist accounts to amplify these faux scandals.

COUNTERING OF POLISH SUPPORT FOR UKRAINE AND ESCALATING POLISH RHETORIC ABOUT RUSSIA (2014)

Poland has emerged as one of Ukraine’s most loyal allies during its conflict with Russia. In 2014–2017, Poland was Ukraine’s fourth largest source of direct military assistance. It has consistently supported sanctions on Russia over its role in the conflict and been a reliable, vocal champion for Ukrainian interests in the EU and NATO.

The situation grew especially tense in the late summer and fall of 2014. In early August, Poland and Ukraine signaled their expectation of a rapid escalation in the Ukraine conflict. On August 6, Poland’s Prime Minister suggested that Russia was planning to launch a much larger invasion of Ukraine under spurious pretenses (e.g., humanitarian efforts, peacekeeping). Two days later, Ukrainian security services likely erroneously claimed that Russia had planned to shoot down an Aeroflot flight filled with Russian vacationers (instead of MH17), blaimed it on Ukraine, and use it as a casus belli for a wider invasion of Ukraine. Then, in October, Poland’s former Minister of Foreign Affairs claimed that, in 2007, Russia had offered to dismantle Ukraine and divide it between Russia and Poland (the minister later retracted the claim). Poland’s long-term military support for Ukraine and bellicose tone in 2014 threatened to draw other countries into the Ukraine conflict or, at least, prolong the conflict—variously constituting a military threat and risk as defined by the Military Doctrine.

Widespread use of advanced weapons and technologies: In addition to spearphishing, the GRU also used close access operations to surveil members of the MH17 investigation. In 2018, Dutch security officials revealed that they had captured members of the GRU’s close access operations team. The Dutch allege that, among the operators’ myriad activities, the team likely targeted Malaysian law enforcement officials connected to the investigation in December 2017 based on Wi-Fi connection logs found on a seized GRU operator’s laptop.

Manipulation of social or political environment: The GRU has repeatedly threatened Bellingcat and attempted to embroil it in scandals. Bellingcat has extensively investigated Russian military- and GRU-linked incidents, including the downing of MH17, the attempted assassination of Segey and Yulia Skirpal, the surveillance of worldwide sports anti-doping agencies, and the attempted coup in Montenegro. The GRU has repeatedly used its proxy social media identities like Anonymous Poland and CyberBerkut in attempts to embroil Bellingcat journalists in fictitious scandals (e.g., suggesting Bellingcat had published private information of Ukrainian soldiers, sold stolen credit card data and likely coordinated fake journalist accounts to amplify these faux scandals).

Awareness of potential military risks and threats: The GRU plausibly responded to the escalating Polish and Ukrainian rhetoric about the MH17 shootdown in early August 2014 by attempting to surveil the Polish government. On August 11, GRU-linked operators spearphished senior Polish government members with a lure containing a recent news article about Malaysia and the Netherlands calling for a cessation of fighting near the MH17 crash site.

Irregular and privatized warfare: The GRU, in the guise of its hacktivist persona CyberBerkut, launched DDoS attacks on the websites of Poland’s president and the Warsaw Stock Exchange (GPW) starting on August 14. The GRU persona stated that the attacks were in response to Poland’s support for Ukraine’s “fascist” government and sending “mercenaries” to the conflict. CyberBerkut’s messaging aligned with alleged Russian disinformation that circulated in Russian social and news media concurrently. This Russian narrative stated that mercenaries from a firm founded by Poland’s Interior Minister were illegally fighting in Ukraine.

Manipulation of social or political environment: The GRU-purported mercenaries’ scandal risked compounding another allegedly Russian-fomented narrative about Poland’s Interior Minister. Earlier that summer, Poland accused Russia of bugging a controversial, profanity-laced discussion between Poland’s Interior Minister and Central Bank Governor, tapes of which were leaked to the press in June and caused “mayhem” in Polish politics (the “Waitergate” scandal).

Precise destructive attacks: In possible response to the false Polish claim that Russia had offered to divide Ukraine with Poland, the GRU conducted a multipart attack on the GPW. On October 23, GRU operators leaked 52 MB of login data from two educational stock market competition games and simulations run by GPW subsidiaries. The hackers also leaked administrator login credentials for GPW servers and routers, as well as network scans (nmap) of portions of the

---

8 Casus belli (literally, an “occasion of war”) is a Latin expression referring to an event or circumstance that directly leads to a war, often used in the context of a state justifying a declaration of war.

9 Russia also alleged then and onward that mercenaries with Academi (formerly known as Blackwater) were also fighting in the Ukrainian conflict. Around October 26, 2014, the GRU spearphished Academi employees. (Sources: hxxps://www.trendmicro.de/cloud-content/us/pdfs/security-intelligence/white-papers/wp-operation-pawn-storm.pdf; hxxps://community.riskiq.com/search/mail.academl.com).
GPW internal network.288 Finally, the hackers defaced GPW subsidiary websites with “an image of jihadists” and the English statement “To Be Continued...”279 The defacement and internal network leak likely served to signal Russia’s ability and willingness to disrupt the GPW if the tensions between Poland and Russia did not de-escalate.

RETAILATION AGAINST FRANCE’S REFUSAL TO DELIVER PURCHASED-AND-PAID-FOR WARSHIPS TO RUSSIA (2014–2015)

In early 2015, a growing dispute between Russia and France over a contract to build warships for the Russian navy was reaching a breaking point. In 2010, France agreed to a $1.5 billion contract to build two carriers for Russia—Moscow’s first major arms importation deal since the fall of the Soviet Union.289 In September 2014, France temporarily suspended the vessels’ delivery because of Russia’s role in the Ukraine conflict290 and extended the suspension again in November, citing lack of progress on meeting new criteria (e.g., observing a multilateral ceasefire).291 On January 15, 2015, Russia announced its plans to soon initiate legal action against France,292 signaling a deterioration in negotiations. Ultimately, on April 16, Russia demanded that France refund the warships, apparently resigned that France might never deliver the vessels.

Russia may have interpreted these circumstances as either a French failure to comply with international agreements (a military risk) or, within the broader Ukraine conflict context, as a sharp deterioration in its relationship with France (a military threat). In a possible response to these rising tensions, on April 8, 2015, the GRU292, 293 conducted a destructive attack on a French television station, TVSMonde, in the guise of jihadist hacktivists. This attack followed in the mold of other GRU-linked faux jihadist attacks in the preceding months, such as the GRU’s disruption of a Polish stock exchange (page 31) and U.S. media outlets (page 13).

Reduced time to launch military operations with preemptive activities: GRU operators first breached a TVSMonde resource about a week after Russia announced its plans to litigate the vessels’ delivery.294 They ultimately performed actions on objectives one week before Russia signaled that it was resigned to possibly never receiving the vessels, launching a multipart attack made possible by the operators’ protracted access to TVSMonde.

Precise destructive attacks: The operators conducted varied, precise destructive actions to conclude their operation. They erased the firmware on nearly all of TVSMonde’s routers and switches,295 disrupting broadcasts for three hours.296

Manipulation of social or political environment: Concurrent with the destructive attack, the operators took control of the TVSMonde website and social media accounts to claim credit for the attack as CyberCaliphate and published personal information belonging to French soldiers involved in anti-ISIL operations.297 The use of an ISIL faketivist group spoke to elevated concerns in France about Islamic terrorism and rising Islamophobic sentiment regarding France’s often poorly integrated Muslim population.298, 299, 300 CyberCaliphate explicitly referenced the January 7–9, 2015, Île-de-France attacks, riffing on the “Je suis Charlie” slogan as “Je SuIS IS” and referencing the attacks in a Facebook post.299

MONITORING OF AND RESPONSE TO DETERIORATING RELATIONS WITH GERMANY (2014–2017)

Russia’s relationship with its historically important European partner Germany has been strained by the war in Ukraine. Putin’s return to power in 2012 initially propelled this shift, as his antidemocratic, nationalistic policies unsettled the German establishment, and the 2014 annexation of Crimea decisively ended most lingering good feelings.301 Germany responded by sanctioning Russians, increasing military spending, and championing European unity and the continued relevance of NATO. In late November 2016, news surfaced that a leading proponent of these measures302, 303, 304 would become Germany’s next Ambassador to the UN following a scheduled vote in September 2017.305, 306

The sharp deterioration of Russia’s relations with Germany constituted a military risk, demanding a response from Russia’s Armed Forces. The GRU likely responded by conducting a large-volume intelligence-gathering campaign targeting German parliamentarians and attempting to defame Germany’s sharp Russia critic before he received the UN ambassadorship.

Awareness of potential military risks and threats:
The rapid devolution of Germany-Russia relations in 2014 established a need to closely track evolving political dynamics within the German government. Over six months, December 2014 through May 2015,307 GRU308 operators breached the German parliament’s internal Parlacom network,309 compromised all 20,000 email accounts,310 and exfiltrated 16 GB of data, mostly from email inboxes.310 The GRU likely sought to identify allies amid the growing political turbulence. GRU operators reportedly appeared to primarily target the inboxes of parliamentarians from Germany’s rising,311 third-largest political party Die Linke (The Left).311 At the time, Die Linke was tilting toward hardliners supportive of anti-NATO policies314 and seeking to form an alliance with Russia.315

Manipulation of social or political environment:
The GRU attempted to embroil the incoming UN ambassador in scandal before he could take his new post. In approximately April 2017, the GRU breached UN email accounts and later provided a portion of the stolen emails to Der Spiegel,316 which it published in November 2017.317 The emails purported to show the ambassador improperly asking the Secretary General’s chief of staff in December 2016 to procure a job for his wife, who was also a diplomat.316

The Île-de-France attacks were a series of jihadist-linked terrorist attacks in and around Paris that are most famous for the murder of 11 employees of satirical magazine Charlie Hebdo. The attacks gave rise to the French unity slogan of popular resistance, “Je suis Charlie!” (I am Charlie).

Russia’s actions in Ukraine were a watershed moment in Western politics. The events likely compelled many NATO-country politicians to come out publicly opposed to Russian foreign policy interests and several officially neutral states to shift Westward. Notable examples of this shift include the following:

**The Netherlands:** In the 2000s and early 2010s, Russia and the Dutch touted their strong trade and cultural relations. After several scandals, the Netherlands fully reoriented in strong opposition to Russia after it annexed Crimea and, according to Dutch investigators, it enabled the shootdown of MH17, which killed 193 Dutch nationals.

**France:** In November 2016, Emanuel Macron joined a crowded field of candidates for the 2017 French presidential election. The leading candidate then appeared to be Marine Le Pen, an overtly pro-Russia, anti-EU candidate, followed by other Russian accommodationists and mostly Eurosceptics. Macron quickly gained support as a fervent supporter of the EU (e.g., proposing an EU defense force) and internationalism.

**United States:** In the 2016 U.S. presidential election, early front runner Hillary Clinton positioned herself as a strong proponent of NATO and a Russia-hawk. The Russian foreign policy establishment openly worried that her tendency to “stubbornly adhere to moral postures regardless of their consequences” could spark a war with Russia.

**Malta:** Though officially military neutral, Malta took positions strongly opposed to Russian interests in the mid-2010s. In 2014, Malta condemned the annexation of Crimea and in 2016, it refused use of its ports and airspace to the Russian military. Russian state-media characterized this trend as “Russophobia” that might draw Malta into wars.

In response to this broad deterioration of relations with the West, the GRU engaged in myriad activities to neutralize or counter this military threat. Unlike in Ukraine, Russia’s interference in other Western elections has almost exclusively focused on causing informational-psychological effects. We observe that the GRU has taken steps to obtain the ability to cause informational-technical effects that might result in the manipulation, disruption, or destruction of election infrastructure, such as websites that host vote totals, companies providing software for voting machines, and agencies retaining voter registration data.

*Manipulation of social or political environment:* GRU leaks and Russian social media disinformation campaigns served to aggravate political disunity and discord. In 2016, the GRU fomented tensions in the U.S.’s Democratic Party by leaking Clinton associates’ emails on the eve of the Democratic National Convention, the conclusion of a divisive nomination process. The GRU’s proxies and allies claimed that the emails showed a conspiracy to unfairly buttress candidate Clinton, thereby exacerbating internal party tensions and decreasing confidence in the democratic process.

In France, GRU operators leaked emails from Macron, purporting to show that he had an undisclosed offshore bank account. Russian state-sponsored social media influence operations promoted candidates with pro-Russia stances, and the Russian government allegedly funneled financial assistance to Macron’s competitor.

The Netherlands claims that Russian actors spread online rumors with intent so sway popular opinion around the election.

*Reduced time to launch military operations with preemptive activities:* Attempts to steal election-related emails in the U.S. and France began months before they were leaked, enabling the GRU to maximize their impact by releasing them at opportune moments. The Macron leaks occurred variously on the eve of the final candidates’ debate, allowing his opponent to highlight them, and immediately before the media blackout prior to the election, denying the media an opportunity to debunk them. The Clinton leaks, as mentioned, were timed to inflame party tensions about a contentious primary process.

*Precise destructive attacks:* The GRU targeted election infrastructure in numerous countries. In the U.S., the GRU breached a voting software company, county websites, and state voter registration databases, and conducted network and infrastructure reconnaissance in all 50 states. Russian operators, likely the GRU, penetrated unspecified infrastructure in France, and Dutch authorities abandoned ballot counting software in favor of manual tabulation because of unspecified concerns about the vote’s integrity. Like the Ukrainian CEC attack (see pages 24–25), the GRU might have wanted to be able to alter unofficial vote tallies on state or local websites. Like the GRU’s data destruction attacks, GRU operators might have attempted to corrupt voter registration data or push out malicious updates to voting machine customers. Furthermore, public awareness of the activity prior to elections could have reduced voter confidence in the integrity of the electoral process, throwing elections’ outcomes into question.

DISRUPTION OF KEY RUSSIAN MILITARY CAPABILITIES OR CRITICAL SECTORS

For Russia, the state-sponsored obstruction of its core strategic military capabilities or endangerment of its most sensitive sectors constitutes a likely prelude to armed conflict. Attacks on Russia’s command and control, nuclear weapons, space control, and missile warning systems might reduce Russia’s ability to deter or respond to a nuclear first strike—a leading concern for Russia’s national security apparatus in the context of strategic stability (see also page 15). Likewise, the disruption of pharmaceutical, chemical, nuclear, medical, and energy sectors—the sectors named in the Military Doctrine—may pose an immediate threat to life.
In the past decade, Russia has alleged on a few occasions to have been targeted by foreign state-sponsored cyber operations.

Disruption of Russian Military Capabilities: In February 2019, a Kremlin spokesman stated, without further providing detail, that a “huge number of cyber attacks are constantly carried out from U.S. territory against various organizations, legal entities, and individuals.” This statement appeared in the context of Washington Post reporting that claimed the U.S. had disrupted internet access at a known Russian social media influence operation (the “troll farm”) on the U.S.’s 2018 Election Day.

Intrusions in Russia’s Critical Sectors: In June 2019, Russian media reported that security services had “neutralized” U.S. attempts to “attack” Russian industrial control systems, a claim made in the context of The New York Times alleging U.S.-sponsored intrusions in Russia’s power grid. Russian media further claimed that foreign intelligence services have, in recent years, increasingly targeted Russia’s transportation, banking, and energy infrastructure.

Despite these claims, no reviewed, publicly disclosed GRU-linked cyber operations appear to be in response to these reported activities. Because no disruptions of Russian critical systems were reported, the GRU may have assessed that no relevant activity crossed the line of being a military threat. Alternatively, the GRU may have responded with new attempts to establish similar beachheads in U.S. critical infrastructure that have not been reported. An earlier instance of similar activity is apparent in U.S. Government claims that GRU operators attempted to breach U.S. industrial control systems, including energy infrastructure, in a 2011–2014 campaign—actions consistent with the GRU’s need to reduce time to action with preemptive access.

Support of Armed Insurrection in Russia or Its Allies
In light of Russia’s steadfast support of the inviolability of state sovereignty and territorial integrity, foreign state-sponsored support of armed insurrection within the territory of Russia or an ally would likely be a sufficient threat to precipitate a military response. Armed insurrection within Russia is a clear threat to Russian security, and eliminating sources of training and support for groups involved in insurrection would be a top priority for the military. In cases where the perceived support of insurrection occurs within the territory of a foreign partner—such as U.S. support of the Kurds during the Syrian civil war—Russia may decide that an even higher level of direct support is necessary before taking military action.

Despite the likelihood that Russia’s military would view the support of armed insurrection as a military threat, there are no instances available in reviewed open sources that document GRU-linked cyber operations we assessed to be likely conducted to counter support for armed insurrection. The lack of publicly available evidence of such activities may reflect the fact that there have been few instances of Russia alleging foreign state-sponsored armed insurrection within Russia since the Chechen Wars of the 1990s. In 2015, Putin accused the U.S. of providing support to North Caucasus separatist fighters “trying to tear Russia apart” during the mid-2000s. Although we did not find any clear examples of cyber activity related to this claim, it is nevertheless consistent with activity that would typically provoke a military response.

Use of Military Force During Exercises Adjacent to Russia or Its Allies
Russia likely increasingly views U.S. and NATO military exercises as military threats because they increasingly occur close to Russian territory. Since Russia’s annexation of Crimea, NATO exercises have expanded in size and scope, drawing nearer to Russian borders and increasingly involving non-NATO forces. Russia’s military monitors exercises in Europe and Central Asia and likely views NATO’s expanded footprint into areas close to its territory or those of its allies as destabilizing actions that could spark military conflict.

Russia has already adjusted its own military exercises in response to the expansion of NATO exercises in Europe. Russia has in recent years moved its own exercises to closely match those conducted by NATO forces; in 2015, Russia mirrored NATO drills in the Baltics, Romania, and Hungary. In 2018, the Russian military took the unusual step of jamming Global Positioning System (GPS) signals in the Kola Peninsula—Russian territory bordering Norway and Finland—during NATO’s exercise Operation Trident Juncture. The jamming was probably because of the proximity of the exercise to Russia, as well as the fact that the operation was the largest NATO exercise since the Cold War and involved non-NATO members Finland and Sweden.

Case Study: Finland Hosts NATO Exercises (2016)
In April 2017, Kazakhstan hosted the Steppe Eagle military exercises, which involved a mixture of Central Asian and NATO states. Monitoring military developments related to NATO are a consistent area of interest for the GRU.

A Russian partner and neighbor like Kazakhstan hosting U.S.-led military exercises constituted a risk as described in the Military Doctrine. We assess that an early 2017 GRU-linked phishing campaign may have attempted, in part, to surveil participants in this exercise, based on its timing and targets.

Awareness of potential military risks and threats: The campaign reportedly targeted government and defense entities operating in Central Asia with possible connections to NATO. Campaign targets were in Kazakhstan, Turkey, Kyrgyzstan, the UK, Uzbekistan, Armenia, and Jordan. These targets significantly overlapped with the April 2017 Steppe Eagle participants: Kazakhstan, Turkey, Kyrgyzstan, the UK, Tajikistan, and the United States.

Increased Surveillance of Finland’s Political-Military Establishment (2016)

Much to Russia’s distress, neighboring Finland has increased its cooperation with NATO. Despite being an EU member, Finland has insisted for decades that it will not join NATO. In the 1990s, for example, Finland indicated that joining NATO would make it untenably responsible for smaller Baltic countries’ security from Russian aggression. Ironically, Russian aggression in Eastern Europe in the past decade has actually spurred Finland to expand its partnership with NATO.

According to a senior Finnish diplomat, “Keeping Finland out of NATO is Russia’s primary political objective in the region,” and Russia has warned that Finland joining NATO could fundamentally sour Finland’s relationship with Russia. As Finland’s cooperation with NATO increases—marked by hosting NATO landing exercises for the first time in June 2016—Russia’s concerns have likewise grown.

The conduct of NATO landing exercises adjacent to Russia and the growing Finland-NATO relationship constitute threats and risks noted in the Military Doctrine. These circumstances have likely prompted the increased GRU intelligence collection focus on Finland.

Awareness of potential military risks and threats:
The Finnish Security Intelligence Service (Supo) observed an overall uptick in cyber espionage activity in 2016, noting that GRU-linked operators were responsible for most of the year’s state-sponsored cyber activity. This activity principally targeted individuals involved in Finnish national security and foreign policy, rather than in private companies.

Case Study: Kazakhstan Hosts U.S.-led Military Exercises with Several NATO Members (2017)

Kazakhstan and Russia have generally favorable but uneasy relations, especially under the country’s previous president (Nursultan Nazarbayev, in office 1990–2019). Growing Kazakhstani independence in foreign, economic, and military policy in the 2010s under Nazarbayev gave Russia cause for concern. Kazakhstan’s ongoing involvement in NATO’s Partnership for Peace Program by receiving training and participating in U.S.-led military exercises (e.g., Steppe Eagle) prompted “paranoid” reactions among Russian elites in the wake of Ukraine’s Westward tilt after its 2014 revolution. In April 2017, Kazakhstan hosted the Steppe Eagle military exercises, which involved a mixture of Central Asian and NATO states. Monitoring military developments related to NATO are a consistent area of interest for the GRU.

A Russian partner and neighbor like Kazakhstan hosting U.S.-led military exercises constituted a risk as described in the Military Doctrine. We assess that an early 2017 GRU-linked phishing campaign may have attempted, in part, to surveil participants in this exercise, based on its timing and targets.
COUNTRYWIDE AND TARGETED DESTRUCTIVE MALWARE INFECTIONS IN UKRAINE (2018)

In February 2018, Ukraine announced that it would adopt a more aggressive strategy to expel Russian forces from its contested Donbass region.\(^\text{366}\) Up to that point, Ukraine had more aggressive strategy to expel Russian forces from its territory.\(^\text{366}\) The change shifted the mission focus from fighting separatists (referred to as “terrorists”) to directly confronting the Russian military.

Ukraine’s policy shift to militarily engage Russian and Russian-backed forces in Ukraine was consistent with the threat posed by heightened combat readiness identified in the Military Doctrine. This military threat may have prompted two major GRU\(^\text{369}\) operations in Ukraine using the modular, destructive VPNFilter router malware. U.S.\(^\text{370}\) and Ukrainian\(^\text{371, 372}\) authorities successfully neutralized these operations before the operators could abuse their access.

- **Warfare impacting the entire depth of an enemy’s territory simultaneously:** On May 8 and May 17, 2018 operators conducted a large-volume infection across Ukraine’s territory.\(^\text{373}\) The mass infection occurred immediately before holidays relating to Ukrainian identity and history, celebrating the end of World War II (May 9) and the founding of the EU’s precursor entity (May 20). This timing pattern is consistent with GRU attacks in 2015–2017, like NotPetya, assessed in the IMF Loan case study, on pages 17–21. Based on this pattern, the GRU may have considered conducting another widespread disruptive attack on holidays and anniversaries related to Ukrainian identity.

- **Widespread use of advanced weapons and technologies:** VPNFilter is a modular malware likely based on the BlackEnergy2 and BlackEnergy3 malware,\(^\text{374}\) which were mainly associated with the GRU technical-informational effects team. VPNFilter serves a variety of functions like modifying device configurations and redirecting traffic.\(^\text{375}\) Significantly, VPNFilter sometimes contains modules used to monitor for Modbus supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) protocols, which are used in industrial environments to monitor and control physical equipment.\(^\text{376}\) This capability is a strong indicator of the operators’ likely ability to perform technically challenging targeted disruptive attacks on industrial control systems.

- **Precise destructive attacks:** On July 11, 2018, Ukraine announced that it had thwarted a GRU operation attempting to disrupt the operations of a liquid chlorine bottling facility in eastern Ukraine (AKhPS).\(^\text{377}\) The hackers had reportedly targeted the plant’s process control and emergency detection systems.\(^\text{377}\) Like the 2016 power outage attack (see page 20), this activity is consistent with establishing the ability to create a specific dangerous condition at the plant and reduce the ability of the safety systems to detect or respond to the condition. Since June 19, AKhPS was Ukraine’s only functional liquid chlorine bottler, a lynchpin in the country’s clean water supply.\(^\text{378}\) The operation’s target and timing suggest an operator intention to specifically target this facility, as opposed to any Ukrainian critical industrial asset.

- **Irregular and privatized warfare:** Since 2017, the UN warned that Russian-backed forces in eastern Ukraine were kinetically targeting water filtration and purification plants, which stockpile liquid chlorine, and risked causing mass-casualty events.\(^\text{379, 380}\) Russian-linked forces continued to attack Ukrainian water works around the time of the VPNFilter event at AKhPS. The Donetsk Filtration Station, for example, was shut down on multiple occasions in April and May 2018 due to violence.\(^\text{381}\)

- **Manipulation of social or political environments:** AKhPS may have been the concurrent target of a Russia-linked fear-mongering disinformation campaign. In the month prior to the cyber operation’s disruption, sudden rumors emerged suggesting that AKhPS was unsafe, compelling the plant to host a press conference on June 20 detailing the plant’s numerous safety precautions. Furthermore, the plant accused a controversial journalism group “Stop Corruption” of waging an information war against the plant by pushing these rumors.\(^\text{382}\) We found no evidence linking Stop Corruption to Russia, but the timing and specifics of its complaints about the AKhPS combined with its reported history of pushing debunked news stories\(^\text{383}\) make its operations suspect.\(^\text{384}\) The disruption of Ukraine’s only functioning chlorine bottler might have sparked panic about access to clean water in Ukraine.\(^\text{381, 385}\)
Looking at the world through the context of the Russian Military Doctrine, we assess several emerging circumstances that may constitute risks and threats that the GRU must monitor, neutralize, or counter.

**NATO CONTINUES TO EXPAND**

Several states are either seeking to join NATO or are in the process of completing the process to join the alliance—a listed threat in the Military Doctrine. The GRU will likely attempt to derail ascension processes and increase its surveillance of incoming members.

**Ukraine:** Russia will likely attempt to dissuade other NATO members from approving Ukraine's membership. NATO's Article 5 demands that all members come to the aid of any member if it is attacked. By approving Ukraine's membership during an active conflict, other NATO members would risk being compelled to become immediately and intimately involved in Ukraine's fight with Russia. Cyber attacks can keep the conflict alive without being so devastating as to draw a major international kinetic intervention. Furthermore, continued cyber attacks in Ukraine send warnings to Russia's adversaries and wavering partners, demonstrating Russian capabilities.

**Bosnia:** Russian proxies are aggravating ethno-religious strife and buttressing ethno-nationalist candidates in Bosnia, risking delaying the country's NATO ascension. Pro-Russia politicians have repeated the Russian narrative that democracy promotion, good governance, and international aid groups, like USAID, are Western (or U.S.-specially) tools for illegitimately interfering in Bosnia's internal affairs. These activities could be supported by cyber operations. In other countries the GRU has used
cyber operations in attempts to discredit such democracy promotion groups (see page 25) and foment ethnic tension (see page 22).

**Georgia:** As of late 2019, Russia has indicated that Georgia’s possible NATO ascension may create two separate problems: Georgia joining NATO and Georgia asserting that its Russian-occupied territories would be defended by NATO. This position is consistent with the Military Doctrine’s concerns about NATO expansion and the violation of Russian allies’ territorial integrity. GRU operations have continued to target Georgia when its NATO relations appear to be strengthening. For example, days after Georgia’s Defense Minister met with NATO in October 2019, a large cyber operation defaced thousands of Georgian websites and disrupted the broadcasts of two major Georgian broadcasters. Concurrently, Russia-backed traditional news and “fringe” social media outlets amplified unsubstantiated information about the attack, and a disinformation campaign claimed that Georgia’s potential NATO membership would hinge on legalizing gay relationships, which are overwhelmingly disapproved of in Georgia.

**North Macedonia:** North Macedonia will likely soon secure the approval of outstanding NATO members to complete its membership process. The GRU has likely already attempted to derail the process in North Macedonia in 2018; the U.S. alleges that Russia attempted to covertly influence a vote to change the country’s name, a sticking point in securing critical Greek support for North Macedonia’s ascension. As the ascension concludes, the GRU will likely surveil the North Macedonian government, military, and defense sector, much like it did during Montenegro’s ascension (see page 12).

**COMPETING CENTRAL ASIAN INTERESTS STRAIN RUSSIA’S RELATIONS WITH CHINA**

In the 2010s, Russia grew concerned about China’s expanding economic and political relationships with Central Asian countries. China has broken Russia’s energy monopoly in Central Asia with new pipelines, undercutting a key lever for Russian influence. The diminution of Russian influence along its Central Asian periphery may be considered regional destabilization, a military risk in the Military Doctrine. Russian soft power initiatives may be indicators of parallel covert activities by the GRU. In response to China’s evolving relationships in Central Asia, Russia has increased its regional infrastructure investment and military cooperation. The GRU will likely surveil politicians, diplomats, and militaries in Central Asia to maintain awareness of this shifting geopolitical landscape. The GRU might establish beachheads in energy and financial institutions in Central Asian countries to reduce the time to action as a hedge against their relations with Russia suddenly deteriorating.

**RUSSIA PLACES INCREASED SIGNIFICANCE ON EAST ASIA**

In the past decade, Moscow has declared that it will “pivot to the East” in both political-military and economic senses. Russia’s strategic reprioritization of East Asia may lead to GRU activities intended to better track and secure its military interests in the region. Key areas of surveillance will likely include U.S.-led military exercises in the Asia-Pacific region and the diplomatic affairs of U.S. partners, like Vietnam, where Russia has attempted to build military ties. The GRU may also attempt to weaken governments and destabilize societies unfriendly to Russia’s growing regional interests; Kremlin-funded media outlets already reportedly engage in such disinformation and propaganda activities in the region.

**COMPETITION IN THE ARCTIC**

Global warming has increased the military and economic importance of the Arctic. Russia has rushed to establish its territorial claims to the region by petitioning relevant UN authorities, but other states have offered competing claims. The GRU will likely surveil these authorities and other claimants, much as the GRU surveilled investigators and arbitration bodies in the MH17 downing and Olympic doping incidents, and may attempt to discredit these entities if Russia’s claims to the Arctic are not ultimately recognized. Russia also worries that a strengthening NATO presence in the Arctic will endanger Russian’s northern border. The GRU will likely surveil participants in NATO’s Arctic exercises and conduct disruptive attacks against non-NATO Arctic states forming closer military ties with NATO.

---

1 The UN Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf (UNCLOS) is a UN body responsible for recognizing exclusive rights of states to their claimed oceanic territory as determined by the extent of their continental shelf. (Source: https://www.un.org/Depts/los/clcs_new/commission_purpose.htm#Purpose).
Conclusion

The GRU is a prolific, capable, and determined threat actor. Its operations blend technical prowess with strategic vision, taking deliberate steps to target data and systems in ways that advance long-term national military security objectives. Fortunately for defenders, the GRU’s process for selecting targets and methods is consistent and therefore predictable. By understanding threat actor motivations, defenders can anticipate when, where, and how attacks will unfold—enabling defenders to take deliberate steps to improve their security posture.

**FOR HOW LONG WILL THIS FRAMEWORK BE APPLICABLE?**

The next Russian Military Doctrine—expected to be published in 2020—will likely be an iterative evolution of the 2014 doctrine, making this report’s framework still broadly applicable, with a need to update specifics. Russian Armed Forces statements from 2019 continue to affirm the 2014 doctrine’s core military confrontation concepts, emphasizing hybrid-warfare in modern military conflict, asymmetric capabilities, information confrontation, and sabotage that disrupts social-political stability by creating “an atmosphere of chaos and uncontrollability.” The Russian military seeks to maintain high-combat readiness and improve nonnuclear deterrence by creating “threats of inflicting unacceptable damage.” The GRU will therefore likely seek to establish cyber-based deterrence, perhaps signaling that the GRU possesses the access and ability to disrupt critical sectors. To this end, we expect attempted intrusions will likely occur in Western critical sectors such as energy, utilities, and transportation, and attacks are more likely in non-NATO countries, where they are less likely to draw an allied military response.

The Russian military aspires to better coordinate with economic, political, and other nonmilitary elements of state power. In contrast to trends in the previous decade, this coordination could plausibly lead to GRU cyber operations occurring in collaboration with Russian civilian security services. Such coordination could undermine attribution efforts going forward.

How does this framework apply to other states?

This analytical framework’s concepts are broadly applicable to other states and their cyber operators. States’ strategic priorities are often public, captured in strategic doctrine, and reaffirmed regularly through statements and overt noncyber policy. By understanding those priorities, we may anticipate the targets and focus areas of state-sponsored operations, as well as contextualize active and completed operations. Contextualizing Chinese cyber-enabled intellectual property theft, for example, has a fundamentally similar underlying logic to assessing GRU operations. The Chinese government periodically identifies its social and economic goals for the near future. These goals are published in strategic documents, like the Five-Year Plans, much like the Russian government’s periodic statement of military priorities in the Military Doctrine. China’s cyber economic espionage operations for more than a decade have had a strong alignment with specifically enumerated state priorities; China’s declared intent to reduce pollution with green technologies paralleled the theft of wind turbine and solar panel intellectual property by Chinese cyber threat actors.

How does this framework help defenders?

Our framework unveils a notoriously opaque cyber threat actor and lays bare an organization that, although highly effective in its operations is, at its core, a bureaucracy of people working to implement Russia’s specific and publicly known security priorities. Understanding the rationale behind the GRU’s cyber operations also makes their timing, methods, and targets broadly predictable. Organizational leaders and network defenders alike can use the increased certainty our framework provides in their strategic decision-making, risk modeling, and security postures.
Understanding adversaries’ motives is critical to proactive, efficient threat mitigation and risk management. A narrow, inflexible focus on compliance and recovery coupled with a lack of awareness of relevant threats can lead to persistently mounting costs to defend against a vague constant threat of attack. A deep understanding of threat actors can lift this haze, allowing pointed, deliberate, and informed decisions about managing risk from the c-suite to hands-on-keyboards network defenders. This agile, threat-centric security paradigm ultimately aims to drive efficiencies by continuously anticipating, mitigating, detecting, responding, and recovering from rapidly evolving threats.

CYBER RISK MANAGEMENT

Adopt a threat-centric risk management approach to better understand threats, attack vectors, and critical assets, and to prioritize efforts and optimize your investment. Focus on strong asset management and surface area reduction and adopt best practices and settings for configuration management.

Threat Landscape Assessment: Evaluate relevant adversaries’ motives, methods, and intentions related to your organization, its sectors, its geographic areas of operation, and its critical assets to increase your awareness of your attack surface and to inform organizational resource optimization and risk management strategies. The results of a threat landscape assessment, paired with the high-value asset identification described in the next recommendation, are central to selecting impactful security controls.

High-Value Asset Identification: Identify the information or resources whose confidentiality, integrity, or availability are most critical to your organization’s success. Next, determine if this critical information or resources are similar to assets known threat groups have previously compromised. You will then need
to evaluate whether your top adversaries would consider the abuse of these assets to be useful or unique for advancing their goals. Understanding the vulnerabilities and security control gaps previously leveraged to exploit these assets is a critical step. This allows you to prioritize vulnerability management and security gap mitigations on high-value assets based on impact on mission and business. Applying appropriate mitigation plans will reduce your overall attack surface and ensure your most valuable assets are optimally protected.

**Threat, Control, and Risk Modeling and Simulation:** Assess the alignment of your security controls and risk management strategy to your top adversaries’ capabilities and intentions. This can be accomplished by developing hypothetical scenarios that explore possible future adversary tradecraft to develop a proactive security stance, ahead of adversary capability developments. Then use analytics, modeling, and simulation techniques to run what-if scenarios and gather insights that optimize risk management in the context of your specific threat landscape.

**CYBER DEFENSE**

Harness insights gained through continuous threat intelligence analysis to predict and defend against evolving attack patterns. Keep your networks secure with a strong vulnerability management program that actively searches for unpatched systems and unauthorized activity. Build, test, and fund incident response plans that can be implemented to thwart data loss or downtime at a moment’s notice. Leverage any security incidents to strengthen the program by systematically capturing and integrating lessons learned.

**Continuous Risk Management:** Adjust your security posture based on anticipated future threat activity. Your adversaries’ perspectives on your organization may change due to your business decisions, such as starting new lines of business or entering new markets, or due to broader geopolitical circumstances.

**Logging:** Maximize network visibility and centralize logs to the greatest extent reasonable. Historic NetFlow traffic and Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR) data can be extremely useful for understanding what happened in incidents. For example, log analysis showed that the disruptive attack on a Ukrainian power distribution station in 2016 plausibly had a far smaller impact than attackers may have intended (see page 20). Logging can also provide data to test analytics, train advanced analytics-based detection models, and update organizational threat modeling.

**Threat Intelligence:** Identify, contextualize, and track campaigns and threats, and integrate these insights into security planning and operations. Actively seek out new sources of threat intelligence that improve situational awareness of political and economic events and interests that trigger adversary response or retaliation. Tracking and analysis of the string of faux-ransomware attacks in Ukraine prior to the NotPetya event (see pages 17-20) might have informed useful defense strategies, such as global companies reducing connectivity with their Ukraine units around national holidays and anniversaries related to Ukrainian identity and independence.

**Advanced Detection:** Inform analytic development from threat modeling, prioritizing the most likely attack vectors. Analytics-based detection is key to hunting advanced adversaries that do not use commoditized attack tactics and cannot be detected using commoditized cyber defense. Investing in an analytics platform is the best way to combat these highly capable threats.

**Threat Hunting:** Optimize hunt efforts by focusing on the resources likely adversaries tend to target or abuse. Organize around purple team capabilities to develop a deep understanding of offensive and defensive capabilities to better inform threat hunting in your environment. Targeted disruptive attacks frequently involve long dwell times, increasing defenders’ opportunities to expel or isolate hackers before they act. For example, the faketivist “Mr. Robot”-themed attacks on Ukrainian financial organizations in December 2016 relied on at least nine months of effort, like escalating privileges and lateral movement, before the hackers disrupted their victims (page 18).

**Cyber Wargames and Exercises:** Evaluate your ability to respond to plausible threat scenarios involving your most likely, dangerous adversaries. A holistic understanding of adversaries—encompassing technical and nontechnical attributes—is necessary to craft realistic, anticipatory scenarios. Most wargames and exercises should simulate a failure to prevent adversaries from acting on their objectives, thereby testing crisis management, business continuity, and service restoration capabilities. Wargamers might have preemptively modeled destructive cyber attacks on Ukrainian chlorine facilities prior to the VPNFilter incident in 2018, leveraging their awareness of trends in kinetic attacks on chlorine and water treatment facilities in the Eastern Ukraine conflict (page 36).

**Information Sharing:** Share information with peers, governments, and other companies to increase community awareness of current adversary activity and improve visibility of your threat landscape. Greater threat visibility increases the likelihood that early indications and warnings of future threat activity will become apparent.
RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS PROCESS

This report is the culmination of a wide-ranging review and analysis of public sources concerning the GRU and its associated cyber threat activity. We applied our technical understanding, international affairs expertise, and threat intelligence tradecraft to this threat data to reconstitute and evaluate threat events. We followed a few guiding principles in the development of the report:

Public Records: Our research identified 15 years of reporting, analysis, and public statements by security firms and researchers, journalists, academics, politicians, national computer emergency readiness teams (CERT), intelligence agencies, militaries, and victims, as well as raw activity data from public malware and phishing repositories, message boards, and social media.

Nomenclature: We consistently refer to previously attributed GRU-aligned activity groups collectively as "GRU operators" without differentiation. This terminology reflects the reality of the GRU being a singular bureaucratic entity able to draw on multiple mission- and function-focused groups to advance the organization's mission.

Attribution:

• We limited this report's scope to activity groups that intelligence communities, law enforcement, and senior lawmakers of the U.S., its allies, and its partners have publicly and repeatedly associated with the GRU.
• This report does not attempt to independently verify historical attribution claims that tie offensive activity to industry threat groups. The threat events discussed herein have been attributed to government-recognized GRU-aligned activity groups tracked under various cybersecurity industry names by analytically reputable organizations.
• This report assumes that the referenced, previously published accounts of attribution of threat activity to consistent industry threat activity groups are sufficiently accurate for the purposes of establishing a framework for analysis. For a complete list of referenced industry threat group names, see Appendix B.

SCOPE

Several activity groups, campaigns, and operations have been attributed to the Russian government by public government, industry, or media sources but are largely excluded because of attribution issues.

Inconclusive Attribution:
The U.S. Government and its allies have rarely linked Russian civilian intelligence agencies to specific operations and associated industry activity groups, limiting our ability to confidently describe the constellation of their actions.

Overly General Attribution:
U.S. agencies and lawmakers occasionally publicly attribute links between certain cyber activities and the Russian government broadly, such as the Triton malware incident at a chemical facility in Saudi Arabia in 2017, but we excluded such events from our analysis because of a lack of specific organizational sponsorship context necessary for our purposes.

Conflicted and Unreliable Attributions:
Cyber activity where attribution is highly conflicted and effectively reliant on second-hand anonymous claims in media sources, like the damaging of a German steel mill in 2014 was excluded because of the unreliability of claims and evidence.
Appendix B: Industry Names for GRU-Linked Activity Groups

### Activity Groups Associated with Both Informational-Technical Effects Operations and Informational-Psychological Effects Operations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity Group</th>
<th>Cited Alignment</th>
<th>Justification for Inclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sofacy Group</td>
<td>U.S. Department of Justice 415</td>
<td>The U.S. Department of Justice tracks a cluster of operations that broadly includes activities linked to APT28 and Sandworm Team. 415</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Activity Groups Associated with Informational-Psychological Effects Operations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity Group</th>
<th>Cited Alignment</th>
<th>Justification for Inclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APT 28</td>
<td>FireEye 416</td>
<td>APT 28 is an umbrella term used by numerous security firms and governments for a cluster of operations targeting government, diplomatic, military, aerospace, defense, energy, media, political organizations, and dissidents around the globe since at least 2004. 420 The group conducts traditional espionage as well as psychological effects operations—including the use of fake “personas” to distribute damaging information—designed to further the Russian government’s strategic interests by swaying public opinion, influencing elections, and controlling media narratives. APT 28 operations frequently target the U.S., NATO, and European organizations, including special emphasis on Ukraine, although APT 28 operations span the globe. Other targets that dovetail with Russian interests, such as international sporting and investigative bodies, are also routinely targeted. 416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Symantec 417</td>
<td>In October 2018, the U.S. Department of Justice indicted several GRU officers for their role in APT 28 operations. 419 The UK’s National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) declared that the name APT 28 refers to GRU activities. 153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cisco Talos 418</td>
<td>Kaspersky Lab, Palo Alto Networks, and F-Secure consider Sofacy to be synonymous with APT 28 and have tracked the group through its use of what they call its Sofacy (a.k.a. SOURFACE) first-stage malware. 421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U.S. Department of Justice 419</td>
<td>ESET considers Sednit to be synonymous with APT 28. ESET tracks Sednit through its use of a custom backdoor it calls XAGENT. 420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sednit</td>
<td>ESET 420</td>
<td>Trend Micro considers Pawn Storm to be synonymous with APT 28. 425 Trend Micro tracks the activity cluster through its use of a multistage malware it calls SEDNIT (a.k.a. Sofacy). 424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pawn Storm</td>
<td>Trend Micro 424</td>
<td>CrowdStrike considers Fancy Bear to be synonymous with APT 28. 427 CrowdStrike tracks this activity cluster through its use of a malware it calls XAgent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fancy Bear</td>
<td>CrowdStrike 426</td>
<td>SecureWorks considers Iron Twilight to be synonymous with APT 28.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron Twilight</td>
<td>SecureWorks 428</td>
<td>SecureWorks considers Threat Group 4127 to be synonymous with APT 28, Sofacy, Sednit, and Pawn Storm. 429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threat Group 4127 A.K.A. TG-4127</td>
<td>SecureWorks 429</td>
<td>SecureWorks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### ACTIVITY GROUPS ASSOCIATED WITH INFORMATIONAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OPERATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACTIVITY GROUP</th>
<th>CITED ALIGNMENT</th>
<th>JUSTIFICATION FOR INCLUSION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SANDWORM TEAM</strong></td>
<td>FireEye(^{437}) F-Secure(^{438}) MITRE(^{439}) Trend Micro(^{440, 441}) SentinelOne(^{442}) U.S. Department of Justice(^{415})</td>
<td>Sandworm Team is an umbrella name used by numerous security firms and government entities for technical-effects operations and espionage since at least 2009.(^{438, 439}) The name refers to a tendency in early operations for malware to include references to the book Dune. The group was historically tracked through its use of several versions of BlackEnergy malware (BlackEnergy, BlackEnergy2, and BlackEnergy3 [BlackEnergy Lite]) and continued to be tracked via derivative malware. Notable activities linked to Sandworm Team include destructive attacks against Ukrainian government and industry, like the disruption of electric grid operations in 2015 and 2016,(^{437}) the 2017 NotPetya wiper attack,(^{433}) and VPNFilter malware operations disrupted in 2018.(^{415}) The U.S. Department of Justice attributes Sandworm Team activities to the broader Sofacy Group.(^{415}) The U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) has also noted that the Sandworm industry name refers to Russian intelligence services activity.(^{444}) The UK’s NCSC found that the name Sandworm refers to GRU activities.(^{533})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BLACKENERGY APT</strong></td>
<td>Kaspersky Lab(^{445})</td>
<td>Kaspersky tracked BlackEnergy APT as a cluster of operations that relied on the BlackEnergy malware from 2008 through 2016. The group used BlackEnergy to conduct distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks and to deploy supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA)-related plugins to victims in several industrial control systems (ICS) and energy sectors, especially in Ukraine.(^{446}) Kaspersky’s BlackEnergy APT cluster contains significant overlap with ESET’s BlackEnergy Group/Gang and F-Secure’s Quedagh.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BLACKENERGY2 APT</strong></td>
<td>Kaspersky Lab(^{447})</td>
<td>Kaspersky Lab tracked a cluster of operations against energy and ICS, as well as governmental and technology organizations from 2013 and 2014.(^{447}) Kaspersky Lab considers its BlackEnergy2 APT cluster to be synonymous with Sandworm Team.(^{492})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTIVITY GROUP/ GANG</td>
<td>CITED ALIGEMENT</td>
<td>JUSTIFICATION FOR INCLUSION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLACKENERGY GROUP/ GAN</td>
<td>ESET(^{448})</td>
<td>ESET tracked a cluster of operations using several iterations of BlackEnergy malware for targeted attacks in Ukraine and Poland from 2010 through 2016.(^{449}) The campaigns included both espionage- and ICS-related targets with BlackEnergy, BlackEnergy2, and BlackEnergy Lite (a.k.a. BlackEnergy3). ESET also tracked the actors behind the 2015 Ukraine electricity distribution companies as a part of the BlackEnergy Group/Gang.(^{448}) ESET’s BlackEnergy Group/Gang cluster contains significant overlap with Kaspersky’s BlackEnergy APT and F-Secure’s Quedagh.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUEDAGH</td>
<td>F-Secure(^{450})</td>
<td>F-Secure tracked a cluster of operations using BlackEnergy2 and BlackEnergy3 that targeted political organizations and Ukrainian government organizations in 2010–2014.(^{450}) F-Secure also suspects Quedagh was involved in the 2008 DDoS attacks against Georgia. F-Secure’s Quedagh cluster contains significant overlap with Kaspersky’s BlackEnergy APT and ESET’s BlackEnergy Group/Gang.(^{450})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VODOOD BEAR</td>
<td>CrowdStrike(^{451})</td>
<td>CrowdStrike tracked Voodoo Bear operations using BlackEnergy2 and BlackEnergy3 that targeted energy, ICS, SCADA, government, and media for espionage and destructive purposes since at least 2011.(^{451}) Voodoo Bear’s activities have been particularly focused on entities in Ukraine and include the 2015 Ukrainian energy grid outage operation. CrowdStrike considers Voodoo Bear operations to be equivalent to Sandworm Team and BlackEnergy APT.(^{451})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRON VIKING</td>
<td>SecureWorks(^{452, 453})</td>
<td>SecureWorks considers Iron Viking to be equivalent to Sandworm Team.(^{452, 453})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TELEBOTS</td>
<td>ESET(^{446})</td>
<td>ESET tracks TeleBots as a cluster of operations beginning in 2016 against high-value targets in the Ukrainian financial sector. ESET has linked TeleBots to the Industroyer attack against Ukraine’s electric grid in December 2016. ESET also attributes the NotPetya faux ransomware and a series of other Discoder.C ransomware outbreaks in 2017 to TeleBots based on a shared backdoor.(^{443}) Based on significant overlap with the group ESET tracks as BlackEnergy Group/Gang, TeleBots is likely an evolution or updated campaign.(^{446})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELECTRUM</td>
<td>Dragos(^{455})</td>
<td>Dragos tracks Electrum as the adversary group responsible for the Crashoverride (a.k.a. Industroyer) malware that de-energized a transmission substation in Ukraine, resulting in power outages on December 17, 2016.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREYENERGY</td>
<td>ESET(^{456})</td>
<td>ESET began tracking another cluster of operations targeting Ukrainian and Polish energy companies and other high-value targets in December 2015 as GreyEnergy. ESET believes GreyEnergy is a subgroup of TeleBots, whose operations focus on espionage and reconnaissance, including against ICS running SCADA software and servers.(^{456})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HADES</td>
<td>Kaspersky Lab(^{457}) Check Point Research(^{458})</td>
<td>The activity cluster tracked as Hades first appeared March 2018 when the group conducted a destructive attack against the organizers, suppliers, and partners of the 2018 Pyeongchang Winter Olympic Games. Hades continued to conduct operations against Ukrainian and European biological and chemical threat prevention organizations and Russian financial institutions.(^{458}) The Washington Post reported in February 2019 that U.S. intelligence authorities believe the actors behind NotPetya were responsible for targeting the 2018 Winter Olympics.(^{459})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Appendix C: Relevant Tools Used by GRU Operators

The following table contains descriptions of tools referenced in this report, intended to provide technical information beyond that which appears in the report’s body. It is not an exhaustive list of tools attributed to GRU operators in public reporting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOOL</th>
<th>ALIASES</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SEDUPLOADER</td>
<td>JHUHUGIT(^{460})</td>
<td>A first-stage downloader based on the Carberp banking Trojan. It serves as reconnaissance malware and can download a secondary backdoor such as XAgent.(^{460})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JKEYSKW(^{460})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SofacyCarberp(^{461})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trojan.Sofacy(^{462})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sednit(^{463})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GAMEFISH(^{463})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOFACY</td>
<td>SOURFACE(^{464})</td>
<td>A first-stage downloader that retrieves a second stage backdoor from a command-and-control server.(^{464})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DELPHOCY</td>
<td>Zekapab(^{466})</td>
<td>A malware family used from 2013 to late-2015 consisting of a Delphi-based backdoor and, sometimes, a bootkit.(^{465}) Its code overlapped with BlackEnergy and VPNFilter, which are linked to technical effects operations, but its infrastructure overlapped with psychological effects operations Sofacy campaigns.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZEBROCY</td>
<td>Zekapab(^{466})</td>
<td>A multilanguage family of modular downloaders, droppers, and backdoors deriving from Delphocy.(^{467}) Zebrocy is used for reconnaissance, maintaining persistence, and exfiltrating information to command-and-control servers. Observed in the wild since October 2015, Zebrocy immediately dropped elements of the Carberp malware seen in Delphocy and eventually dropped elements of BlackEnergy code.(^{465}) Like BlackEnergy, it retained the use of victim-identifying build IDs. Zebrocy infrastructure continued to occasionally overlap with infrastructure linked to psychological effects operations Sofacy campaigns.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XAGENT</td>
<td>Xagent(^{468})</td>
<td>A family of modular backdoors with Windows, Linux, and iOS variants.(^{463}, 470) The malware, which includes espionage functionalities like keystroke logging and file exfiltration, is typically dropped after a reconnaissance phase as second-stage malware.(^{420})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHOPSTICK(^{468})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Backdoor.Sofacy(^{462})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SPLM(^{420})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>webhp(^{463})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-TUNNEL</td>
<td>XTunnel(^{420})</td>
<td>A network proxy tool in use since at least 2013. It creates an encrypted tunnel for transmitting data between infected computers and command-and-control servers.(^{471}, 472)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trojan.Shunnael(^{462})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XAP(^{420})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEDKIT</td>
<td></td>
<td>A custom exploit kit used by APT28 from 2014 through October 2016. Victims were redirected to the exploit kit via watering holes and spearphishing emails. The victims’ machines are fingerprinted to ensure the delivery of a suitable exploit, usually Seduploader’s dropper.(^{420})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CANNON</td>
<td></td>
<td>A first-stage payload written in C# and Delphi that uses an email-based command-and-control channel. The trojan gathers system information and screenshots then executes a second-stage payload.(^{472})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOOL</td>
<td>ALIASES</td>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOFACY</td>
<td>SEDNIT(^{474})</td>
<td>Generic names that refer to a family of malware that are primarily backdoors and information stealers, which capture keystrokes and system information, transmitting collected information to command-and-control servers.(^{474})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FYSBIS</td>
<td></td>
<td>A persistent modular Linux operating system (OS) trojan and backdoor that can install itself with or without root privileges.(^{475})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORESHELL</td>
<td></td>
<td>A first-stage downloader that retrieves a second-stage backdoor from a command-and-control server. Coreshell is an updated version of SOURFACE, with additional antianalysis techniques.(^{476})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOJAX</td>
<td></td>
<td>A UEFI rootkit used to maintain persistent remote access on targeted systems. Lojax is a trojanized version of an older LoJack antitheft-software userland agent.(^{477})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLD DRAGON</td>
<td></td>
<td>A data-gathering implant that acts as a reconnaissance tool and downloader for subsequent payloads.(^{478})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLACKENERGY</td>
<td>BE</td>
<td>A DDoS botnet builder released in 2007 by a criminal using the handle Cr4sh in DDoS-for-hire campaigns.(^{479}, 480) The name “BlackEnergy” without version numbering is frequently used interchangeably with the much more diversely capable derivative BlackEnergy2 and BlackEnergy3 malware.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLACKENERGY2</td>
<td>BE2</td>
<td>A completely rewritten iteration of BlackEnergy that first appeared in the wild in mid-August 2008.(^{480}) The new BlackEnergy2 trojan featured rootkit and process-injection techniques, strong encryption, and, critically, a modular architecture.(^{480})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Observed modules reflected BlackEnergy’s dual use as a criminal and state-linked espionage or warfare tool.(^{481}) Criminal modules included a DDoS builder, spam distributor, and a banking credential stealer designed for the Russian and Ukrainian markets.(^{480}) Other modules showed little for-profit utility such as ones contained in exploits for specific types of human-machine interface (HMI) applications in ICS networks.(^{481}) The tool was used in both information technical(^{482}) and psychological effects campaigns at least as early as January 2012.(^{438})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLACKENERGY3</td>
<td>BlackEnergy Lite BE3</td>
<td>An updated, 2014 version of BlackEnergy that lacks a driver and includes a simpler installer component, a greater number of plugins, and antianalysis techniques.(^{438}) This version was not linked to for-profit criminal activity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREYENERGY</td>
<td>FELIXROOT(^{484})</td>
<td>A modular malware family likely based on BlackEnergy that includes a first-stage backdoor that maps networks, collects passwords, and uses escalate privileges. A second-stage backdoor then uses Tor relays and internal nodes as proxy command and control for stealth. GreyEnergy modules vary and enable data exfiltration and execution of remote processes.(^{483})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREYENERGY MINI</td>
<td></td>
<td>A first-stage backdoor used to evaluate a compromised computer and gain an initial foothold in the network.(^{483})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRASHOVERRIDE</td>
<td>Industroyer(^{485})</td>
<td>A modular malware designed to disrupt ICS processes in electrical substations. Crashoverride consists of an initial backdoor, loader module, and several supporting and payload modules.(^{481}) The malware also includes a data wiper and a denial of service (DoS) tool targeted at Siemens SIPROTEC protection relays.(^{485})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXARAMEL</td>
<td></td>
<td>A backdoor used to execute shell commands, launch processes, and exfiltrate data to a command-and-control server.(^{486}) This malware is an improved version of the Crashoverride (Industroyer) malware.(^{486})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOOL</td>
<td>ALIASES</td>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VPNFILTER</td>
<td></td>
<td>A multistage modular malware targeting networking equipment that allows for theft of website credentials and monitoring of Modbus supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) protocols. The malware can exfiltrate data and conduct man-in-the-middle attacks on traffic passing through infected devices. It also has a destructive capability that can be triggered en masse. VPNFilter has significant code overlap with BlackEnergy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KILLDISK</td>
<td></td>
<td>A publicly available data wiping tool used to overwrite files with random data, rendering the files inaccessible and the operating system inoperable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOONRAKER PETYA</td>
<td></td>
<td>An early version of the NotPetya ransomware deployed in December 2016. The worm had limited spreading capabilities but contained code that rendered infected computers unbootable by rewriting registry keys and wiping parts of the system drive. It incorporated code from the original Green Petya crimeware.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XDATA</td>
<td>Win32/Filecoder. AESNI.C</td>
<td>A ransomware distributed via a supply-chain attack against the update server of the Ukrainian software M.E.Doc. XData attempts spread laterally by using Mimikatz to extract admin credentials and copy itself to all computers on an internal network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PETRWRAP</td>
<td></td>
<td>A family of ransomware used in targeted attacks that contains a sample of the Petya ransomware, modified with entirely new decryption routine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTPETYA</td>
<td>GoldenEye 493 ExPetr 494</td>
<td>A wiper disguised as ransomware designed to destroy data and disk structure on compromised systems. Although NotPetya encrypts data and presents a ransom demand on compromised systems, the malware did not have the ability to decrypt data, rendering it permanently unavailable. NotPetya was delivered through a supply-chain attack through an update server for M.E.Doc. NotPetya included a worm-like feature to propagate across a network using EternalBlue and EternalRomance exploits. The malware contains substantial code similarities with the Crashoverride (Industroyer) malware.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAD RABBIT</td>
<td></td>
<td>A pseudo-ransomware wiper family consisting of a dropper disguised as an Adobe Flash installer. Bad Rabbit used the EternalRomance exploit to spread within networks. Bad Rabbit’s encryption uses a hashing process that uses an algorithm similar to NotPetya. Unlike NotPetya, there are technical means to decrypt the key necessary for disk decryption.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Appendix D: Relevant GRU Personas

The following table contains descriptions of GRU personas referenced in this report, intended to provide additional information to that which appears in the report’s body. It is not an exhaustive list of personas that the GRU has used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PERSONA</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **CYBERBERKUT**               | A hacktivist persona named after the Ukrainian special police forces emerged in March 2014 with a blog and Twitter account. CyberBerkut conducted DDoS attacks (against NATO, Ukraine, and German government websites) and routinely published stolen documents and communications meant to undermine Ukraine and its allies during the period of conflict surrounding the war in Donbass and the Russian annexation of Crimea. Sample blog posts include the following:
  - The U.S. is testing biological experiments in Ukraine (October 1, 2018)
  - Ukraine sponsored Hillary Clinton using IMF loans (July 12, 2017)
  - The U.S. is hiding the fact that Kyiv violated the Minsk agreement in Ukraine (June 4, 2015).
In 2017, the U.S. Defense Intelligence Agency characterized CyberBerkut as a “front organization for Russian state-sponsored cyber activity, supporting Russia’s strategic objectives in Ukraine.” |
| **ANONYMOUS POLAND (@ANPOLAND)** | A Twitter persona created in 2012 modeled after the Anonymous hacktivist collective, likely used to conduct disinformation campaigns in furtherance of Russian interests. The persona was likely used in several separate propaganda campaigns:
  - The group leaked data stolen from the World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) and Court of Arbitration for Sport following the release of a WADA report recommending a ban on Russian athletes from the 2016 Olympics.
  - The group leaked dozens of gigabytes of files from a conservative Wisconsin-based think tank, including a fake check for $156 million to Hillary Clinton, in the lead up to the 2016 U.S. presidential election.
  - In 2017, Anonymous Poland released fake information about Bellingcat, an open-source research group investigating the downing of MH17 in Ukraine.

The account’s tweets were often amplified by bots, possibly purchased on the black market and previously used for illicit marketing campaigns. The Anonymous Poland account frequently reached out directly to journalists to publicize its activities. |
<p>| <strong>CYBERCALIPHATE</strong>            | A hacktivist persona purporting to be operated by Islamic extremist hackers from the Islamic State. Social media accounts associated with CyberCaliphate—including Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube accounts—spread disinformation along with jihadist propaganda messages. The persona took credit for the GRU’s destructive attack against TV5Monde and released personal information of individuals allegedly serving in the French military. The UK’s National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) stated that the name CyberCaliphate refers to GRU activities. |
| <strong>GUCCIFER 2.0</strong>              | A persona used to spread communications and files stolen from the Democratic National Committee in the lead up to the 2016 U.S. presidential election. Purporting to be an independent Romanian hacker, Guccifer 2.0 reached out to journalists, media organizations, and ultimately, WikiLeaks to distribute the stolen files with maximum effect. Guccifer 2.0 was specifically named as a propaganda account in the Justice Department’s 2018 indictment against 12 Russian intelligence agents. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PERSONA</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DCLEAKS</td>
<td>A persona used in conjunction with Guccifer 2.0 as a part of the propaganda campaign to influence the 2016 U.S. presidential election. The persona’s Twitter account announced the release of emails stolen from the DNC, the Open Society Foundation, and others, and posted on the DCLeaks website. DCLeaks was specifically named as a propaganda account in the Justice Department’s 2018 indictment against 12 Russian intelligence agents.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FANCY BEARS’ HACK TEAM</td>
<td>A pro-Russian hacktivist persona created to leak documents, medical records, and communications stolen in a campaign to undermine antidoping organizations, officials, and athletes. The campaign was likely launched after the exposure of Russia’s state-sponsored doping campaign in 2015. The U.S. Department of Justice alleges that the GRU established and maintained the Fancy Bears’ Hack Team persona.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRAVY SEKTOR’S ELECTRONIC RED-AND-BLACK BATTALION</td>
<td>A hacktivist persona purportedly representing the far-right Ukrainian nationalist party Pravy Sektor, part of a disinformation campaign aimed at undermining confidence in Ukrainian elections. The persona claimed responsibility for GRU-attributed disruptive and destructive attacks against media and elections infrastructure in Ukraine.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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